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Twists of supersymmetric field theories have been a subject of active and fruitful study for
many years. The notion of twisting was introduced by Witten and dates back to the first
example [Wit88], in which a topological field theory related to Donaldson invariants of four-
manifolds was constructed as a twist of four-dimensional N “ 2 supersymmetric gauge theory.
Shortly afterwards (thirty years ago), the field had expanded to include a diverse set of examples
related to topological field theory [Bir+91].

For many years, twisting constructions were motivated by the goal of producing topological
field theories, and correspondingly emphasized the role of particular modifications of Lorentz
symmetry via “twisting homomorphisms” designed to produce scalar supercharges. From a more
modern perspective, though, twisting a supersymmetric field theory is just a systematic way of
taking invariants with respect to a fixed supercharge. This requires that the supercharge square
to zero, so that the supercharge defines an odd abelian subalgebra of the supersymmetry algebra.1
The variety of appropriate square-zero elements was studied systematically in [ESW21], and has
deep relations not only to the classification of twists, but to the construction of supersymmetric
field theories via the pure spinor formalism [Ced14; Eag+21]. The name “pure spinor” originates
because the variety of square-zero elements always contains a minimal stratum that is related to
the space of Cartan pure spinors; in turn, these correspond to choices of complex structure on
the spacetime, at least when the dimension is even. As such, any d-dimensional supersymmetric
theory that admits a twist admits a minimal or holomorphic twist, in which n “ td{2u of the
translations act nontrivially. Other twists can be understood as further twists of this holomorphic
theory. The importance and interest of holomorphic twists of supersymmetric gauge theories was
emphasized in the work of Costello [Cos13], who developed the notion mathematically, building
on earlier work on holomorphic field theories in the physics literature [Los+96; Ber+94, for
example]. Si Li pushed applications of holomorphic QFT further in his work on the higher genus
B-model (see [Li11], and later [CL15] together with Costello). In the physics literature, further
constructions related to holomorphic twists had appeared in the context of supersymmetric
indices; see [Röm06], for example.

In a supergravity theory, local supersymmetry is already gauged, so that the standard notion
of twisting is a priori not a sensible operation. Twisted supergravity thus needs to be under-
stood differently. In their seminal paper [CL16], Costello and Li gave a definition of twisted
supergravity: it is supergravity in a background where the bosonic ghost field representing a
twisting supercharge takes a nonzero value. Twisting a supersymmetric field theory, in the clas-
sical sense, can then be understood as coupling the theory to supergravity and placing it in such
a background.

1More generally, one could consider “omega backgrounds” by taking the derived invariants of a more general
subalgebra in which the odd part is not necessarily abelian.
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Using ideas related to string field theory and the topological B-model, Costello and Li provided
conjectural descriptions of many examples of ten-dimensional theories of twisted supergravity.
They used these descriptions to rigorously construct quantizations of open-closed string field
theories [CL15; CL20]. A very active and promising direction of current research uses these
twisted ten-dimensional models to formulate twisted versions of holography; see [Cos17; CP21;
CG21a; IMZ20; BG21; GA20], for example. Supergravity in the Ω-background was introduced
in [Cos16], and has been further studied in [GO19; OZ21b; OZ21a].

In this paper, we provide perturbative descriptions of all twists of eleven-dimensional super-
gravity (before turning on any Ω-background). Thanks to a straightforward classification, which
we recall below, there are essentially two types of twists which deform the flat background R11:

‚ The minimal (or holomorphic) twist. The resulting twisted theory is defined on C5 ˆ R and
is holomorphic along C5 and topological along the ‘time’ direction R. The twist is SUp5q
invariant and involves a fixed choice of a Calabi–Yau form on C5.

‚ The non-minimal twist. The resulting twisted theory is defined on C2ˆR7 and is holomorphic
along C2 and topological along R7. The twist is SUp2q invariant and involves a fixed choice
of a hyperkähler structure on C2.

In [SW21], the last two authors used the pure spinor formalism to describe the free field
limit of the minimal twist of eleven-dimensional supergravity on flat space, building on work of
Cederwall [Ced10b; Ced10a] that constructed the eleven-dimensional theory in the pure spinor
formalism. In fact, the result of [SW21] shows that the pure spinor formalism is compatible with
twisting, so that the twist of any multiplet can be recovered from the algebraic geometry of a
neighborhood of the corresponding point in the scheme of square-zero elements. (In separate
work [EH21], the free-field limit of the non-minimal twist was derived from the component-field
multiplet as used in the physics literature.) The resulting theory is Z{2 graded; the grading is
inherited from the totalization of ghost number and intrinsic parity in the original, untwisted,
eleven-dimensional theory. In §1 we introduce a full interacting theory in the Batalin–Vilkovisky
(BV) formalism, the free limit of which is the twist computed in [SW21].2 Our main conjecture
is that this interacting BV theory is equivalent to the minimal twist of eleven-dimensional
supergravity on flat space.

Conjecture 0.1. The eleven-dimensional holomorphic-topological theory on C5ˆR that we will
define in §1 is equivalent to twisted supergravity on R11, where the bosonic ghost takes a value
corresponding to a holomorphic supercharge.

In this paper we will provide evidence for this conjecture on a variety of fronts:

‚ In §1.5, we show that the character of the local operators in our 11-dimensional theory agrees
with the index of 11-dimensional supergravity.

‚ In §3, we will show that this theory has all of the expected residual supersymmetries present
after performing the holomorphic twist.

‚ In §4, we describe the non-minimal twist of eleven-dimensional supergravity as a background
of our theory on C5 ˆ R. This non-minimal twist is invariant for the group G2 ˆ SUp2q. We
find a match with a conjectural description of this G2 ˆ SUp2q invariant twist formulated by
Costello in [Cos16] and further developed in [RY19].

‚ In §5, we compute dimensional reductions and show that our model is compatible with de-
scriptions of twists of lower dimensional twists of supergravity. For instance, reducing along

2One subtlety is that, unlike the usual BV formalism which involves a Z-grading by ghost number, the eleven-
dimensional theory is only Z{2 graded. As such, a division of the odd fields in the twisted theory into “ghosts”
and “antifields” is not really meaningful.
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a circle in a complex plane agrees with the conjectural description of the SUp4q twist of type
IIA supergravity in [CL16].

‚ Finally, in §6, we propose a description of supergravity in twisted versions of both the AdS7

and AdS4 backgrounds. We show that the residual symmetries of supergravity in these back-
grounds are present in our twisted background.

A geometric description of the model. Our eleven-dimensional theory is defined more
generally on the product of manifolds

X ˆ S

whereX is a Calabi–Yau five-fold and S is a smooth oriented real one-dimensional manifold. The
theory is of a holomorphic gravitational flavor as it describes “partial” deformations of complex
structures along X. We will explain what we mean by this momentarily.

In our theory there is a field which encodes this partial deformation of complex structure on
the Calabi–Yau manifold X. It is an even field

µ1,1 P Ω0,1pX,TXq b C
8pSq

where TX denotes the holomorphic tangent bundle on X. Locally, µ1,1 can be decomposed as
Beltrami-like differential

µ1,1 “ µijpz, z, tqdzi
B

Bzj
.

Physically speaking, µ1,1 is a component of the metric which survives in the twisted theory;
see §1.4.

Next, there are two fields

γ1,0 P Ω1,0pXq b C8pSq, γ1,2 P Ω1,2pXq b C8pSq.

The field γ1,2 is a component of the supergravity 3-form C-field that survives in the twisted
theory. The field γ1,0 can be interpreted as a component of the one-form which is a ghost-for-a-
ghost of the C-field.3

There is a background where the equation of motion involving the fields µ1,1, γ1,0, and γ1,2

reads

Bµ1,1 `
1

2
rµ1,1, µ1,1s ` Ω´1 _

`

Bγ1,0 ^ Bγ1,2
˘

“ 0

Additionally, there are the conditions that µ1,1 preserve the holomorphic volume form on X and
that all fields are locally constant along the topological direction S. Notice that this would be
precisely the integrability equation for µ1,1 to determine a complex structure on X, were it not
for the presence of the last term in the first equation.

If we work in a background where one of γ1,0 or γ1,2 is zero, then we see that µ1,1 is exactly a
deformation of complex structure along X. In terms of the eleven-dimensional geometry, these
field configurations describe deformations of the natural transverse holomorphic foliation (THF
structure) on X ˆ S which further preserve the holomorphic volume form along the leaves. We
further unpack the equations of motion in more general backgrounds in §1.4, but leave a complete
study for future work.

3The C-field has a gauge symmetry of the form δC “ dB where B is a two-form. This ghost B field has an
additional gauge symmetry δB “ dA for A a one-form. The field γ1,0 is a component of A.
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Appearance of exceptional Lie superalgebras. The gauge symmetries of a field configura-
tion in any theory form a Lie algebra. In the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism, one combines fields
of all ghost number into a single object which, together with the linear BRST operator, has the
structure of a dg Lie algebra.4 From the point of view of deformation theory, this dg Lie algebra
describes the formal moduli space of deformations of the particular field configuration.

The simplest field configuration in the twisted theory is the flat background; this corresponds
to considering to our eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R, where we equip C5 with the flat
holomorphic volume form. In this case, we find a striking relationship to a certain infinite-
dimensional simple super Lie algebra studied by Kac and collaborators [Kac98; KR02].5

Theorem 0.2. The global symmetry algebra of the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R is
equivalent to a central extension of the exceptional simple super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q.

In particular, correlation functions involving observables of the eleven-dimensional theory will
be constrained by the infinite-dimensional symmetry algebra Ep5, 10q. Given our main conjec-
ture that the interacting eleven-dimensional BV theory on C5 ˆ R is the twist of supergravity,
we obtain the following.

Conjecture 0.3. A central extension of the super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q is a symmetry of su-
pergravity on R11 which preserves the background where the bosonic ghost takes value equal to a
holomorphic supercharge Q.

Relationship to other twists of supergravity. Motivated by the topological string, Costello
and Li formulated conjectural descriptions of certain twists of 10-dimensional theories of super-
gravity. All of the descriptions center around the theory of Kodaira–Spencer gravity, otherwise
known as BCOV theory. This theory was introduced in [Ber+94] as the closed-string field theory
of the topological B-model on Calabi–Yau three-folds. It was further extended to all Calabi–
Yau manifolds in [CL15]. It is a sort of holomorphic version of gravity which at the genus zero
describes fluctuations of the complex structure of the Calabi–Yau manifold. We recall relevant
aspects of Kodaira–Spencer gravity in §5.1.

Through the dimensional reduction of our eleven-dimensional theory we will find a match
with Costello and Li’s descriptions of twists of 10-dimensional supergravity in terms of BCOV
theory. In Table 1, we provide a summary of the comparisons with twists of supergravity in
lower dimensions we perform. The squiggly arrows denote further twists, and the solid arrows
denote various kinds of reductions.

In §5.3 we will show that the reduction along t0u ˆ R ˆ t0u Ă C4 ˆ C ˆ R is equivalent
to the SUp4q twist of type IIA supergravity. The topological string approach does not lead
to a description of the minimal, or holomorphic, twist of type IIA supergravity. In §5.6, we
describe the reduction along the line t0uˆR Ă C5ˆR to obtain a conjectural description of the
holomorphic SUp5q twist of type IIA supergravity. In §5.5, we show that the reduction along
the interval t0u ˆ r0, 1s Ă C5 ˆ r0, 1s with certain boundary conditions on the endpoints of the
interval is equivalent to the twist of type I supergravity. We further observe in §5.6.1 that the
twist of type I arises as the fixed points of a natural Z{2 action on the minimal twist of IIA. Next,
in §5.7 we study the reduction along a Calabi-Yau 3 fold to obtain a conjectural description of
the minimal twist of 5d N “ 1 supergravity. Finally, we show in §4 how the non-minimal twist
of eleven-dimensional supergravity arises as a further twist of our holomorphic twist.

4In some models one actually obtains an L8 algebra.
5The twist of the eleven-dimensional gravity multiplet was computed in [SW21] by reducing it to a particular

pure spinor model based on Grp2, 5q; a possible relationship between this pure spinor model and Ep5, 10q was
first pointed out by Martin Cederwall in [Ced21].
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minimal twist of
11d

non-minimal
twist of 11d

minimal twist of
type I

minimal twist of
type IIA

SU(4) twist of
type IIA

SU(2) twist of
type IIA

minimal twist of
5d N “ 1

slab
topological S1

CY3

holomorphic S1

topological S1

orbifold

Table 1. Relations between various twists
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1. The minimal twist of eleven-dimensional supergravity

In this section we define the central theory of study within the Batalin–Vilkovisky (BV)
formalism. The theory will be defined on any eleven-dimensional manifold of the form X ˆ L,
where X is a Calabi–Yau five-fold and L is a smooth oriented one-manifold.

In [SW21], we showed that the underlying free limit of the theory we consider here is the free
limit of the minimal twist of 11-dimensional supergravity on C5 ˆ R. The goal of this section
is to introduce interactions at the level of the minimal twist. The main result is Theorem 1.1
where we show that the theory is consistent within the BV formalism.

In the remainder of the paper we discuss further consistency with supersymmetry and string
theory, but in this section we focus mostly on the theory as a partially holomorphic, partially
topological, theory of gravity. Nevertheless, we do provide some preliminary justification towards
the relationship to physical supergravity including a matching of indices in §1.5.

1.1. Divergence-free vector fields.

1.1.1. We set up some notations and conventions in the context of complex geometry. Let V
be a holomorphic vector bundle on a d dimensional complex manifold X. If j is an integer, we
let Ω0,jpX,V q denote the space of anti-holomorphic Dolbeault forms of type j on X with values
in V . The B operator B : Ω0,jpX,V q Ñ Ω0,j`1pX,V q defines the Dolbeault complex of V :

Ω0,‚pX,V q “
`

Ω0,jpX,V qr´js, B
˘

.

This is a free (smooth) resolution for the sheaf of holomorphic sections of V .
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Suppose X is a Calabi–Yau manifold with holomorphic volume form Ω. The divergence BΩpµq
of a holomorphic vector field µ is defined by the formula

BΩpµq ^ Ω “ LµpΩq

where, on the right hand side, we mean the Lie derivative of Ω with respect to µ.

Let TX denote the holomorphic tangent bundle and consider its Dolbeault complex Ω0,‚pX,TXq

resolving the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields. The divergence operator extends to the Dol-
beault complex to yield a map of cochain complexes

BΩ : Ω0,‚pX,TXq Ñ Ω0,‚pXq.

The resulting complex of sheaves

(1)

0 1

Ω0,‚pX,TXq Ω0,‚pXq,
BΩ

resolves the sheaf of holomorphic divergence-free vector fields Vect0pXq. The anti-holomorphic
Dolbeault degrees and the B operator are left implicit.

There is a direct way to extend the Lie bracket of vector fields to the complex (1). Denote
by µ an element of Ω0,‚pX,TXq and ν an element of Ω0,‚pXq (for simplicity in notation, we will
not expand the anti-holomorphic dependence). The Lie bracket defined by the formulas

rµ, µ1s “ Lµµ
1

rµ, νs “ Lµν

is compatible with BΩ and endows (1) with the structure of a sheaf of dg Lie algebras. We will
refer to this sheaf by the symbol L0pXq, or just L0 if X is understood.

The sheaf L0 has the structure of a local dg Lie algebra [CG21b, §3.1.3]. This means that, as
a graded sheaf, L0 is the smooth sections of a graded vector bundle, and its differential and Lie
bracket are given by differential and bidifferential operators respectively.

1.1.2. Recall that an L8 algebra is a Z-graded vector space L together with the datum of a
square-zero, degree `1 derivation δL of the free commutative graded algebra Sym pL_r´1sq.
The Chevalley–Eilenberg cochain complex is

pSym pL_r´1sq , δLq .

The Taylor components of δL define higher brackets tr´skuk“1,2,... where r´sk : Lbk Ñ Lr2´ks.
The condition that the differential δL is square-zero is equivalent to the higher Jacobi relations.

An L8 morphism Φ : L ù L1 is the same datum as a map of commutative dg algebras

(2) Φ˚ : C‚pL1q Ñ C‚pLq

between their respective Lie algebra cochains. It follows from this that any automorphism Φ of
the free commutative algebra on L_r´1s defines a new model of the L8 algebra L, for which the
Chevalley–Eilenberg differential is obtained by conjugating δL by Φ, and where Φ itself defines
the L8 isomorphism.

L0 is the sheaf (1) resolving divergence-free vector fields equipped with the dg Lie alge-
bra structure constructed in the previous section. We consider the following automorphism
of SympL_0 r´1sq, defined by its action on generators:

(3) Ψ8 : ν ÞÑ 1´ e´ν , µ ÞÑ e´νµ.
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This map defines a new model of the L8 algebra with underlying graded vector space the same
as (1), which we will call L8.6 The formulas for the automorphism above clearly arise from
maps of vector bundles and hence endow L8 with the structure of a local L8 algebra, meaning
all operations are given by polydifferential operators.

The notation refers to the fact that this new model has nonvanishing L8 brackets of every
order. It is this new model that we will use to define the eleven-dimensional theory of twisted
supergravity.

We can describe the L8 structure on our new model L8 explicitly. Recall that we have two
types of elements: µ P PV1,‚ and ν P PV0,‚r´1s. (Here, and in what follows, we will use the
symbol PVi,‚ for the Dolbeault resolution of holomorphic polyvector fields; by definition, this is
the complex Ω0,‚pX,^iTXq.) The first few nonzero brackets are

rµs1 “ Bµ` BΩµ

rµ1, µ2s2 “ BΩpµ1 ^ µ2q

rν, µ1, µ2s3 “ BΩpνµ1 ^ µ2q

For k ě 2 the general formula for the k-ary brackets are

rν1, . . . , νk´2, µ1, µ2sk “ BΩpν1 ¨ ¨ ¨ νkµ1 ^ µ2q

rν1, . . . , νk´3, µ1, µ2, γsk “ ν1 ¨ ¨ ¨ νk´3pµ^ µ
1q _ Bγ.

rν1, . . . , νk´2, µ, γsk “ ν1 ¨ ¨ ¨ νk´2µ_ Bγ.

1.2. Theories of BF type.

1.2.1. Suppose that L is an L8 algebra with L8 operations tr´sLk uk“1,2,... and that pA, dAq is a
commutative dg algebra. The graded vector space LbA is equipped with the natural structure
of an L8 algebra with operations tr´skuk“1,2,... defined by

rxb as1 “ rxs
L
1 b a` p´1q|x|xb dAa

rx1 b a1, . . . , xk b aksk “ rx1, . . . , xks
L
k b pa1 ¨ ¨ ¨ akq, k ě 2.

We apply this construction, taking L to be the sheaf resolving divergence-free holomorphic
vector fields on a Calabi–Yau manifold X equipped with either the strict dg Lie algebra structure
L0pXq or its non-strict L8 structure L8pXq. The algebra A will be the smooth de Rham
complex pΩ‚pSq,dSq where S is a smooth manifold.

We thus obtain the structure of an dg Lie algebra on L0pXq b Ω‚pSq or an L8 algebra
L8pXq b Ω‚pSq. These define equivalent local L8 algebras on the product manifold X ˆ S.

1.2.2. Associated to any local L8 algebra is a classical field theory in the BV formalism. Let
L be a local L8 algebra on some manifold M , it is the sheaf of sections of some graded vector
bundle L. For a section A P L, introduce the ‘higher curvature map’ defined by the formula

FA “ rAs1 `
1

2
rA,As2 `

1

3!
rA,A,As3 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .

The fields of the associated BV theory are pairs

pA,Bq P Lr1s ‘ L!r´2s.

6We are being slightly abusive and using the symbols ν, µ dually as coordinates, or operators, on the graded
linear space Lr1s.
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Here L! denotes the sheaf of sections of the bundle L˚ b Dens, where Dens is the bundle of
densities. The shifted symplectic BV pairing is the obvious integration pairing between A and
B.

The action functional reads SBF “
∫
M B FA which leads to the equations of motion FA “ 0

and DAB “ 0 where DA is the higher covariant derivative along A. We refer to this as the “BF
theory” associated to L.

We thus obtain a theory in the BV formalism on the product manifold X ˆ S associated to
both local L8 algebras L0pXq b Ω‚pSq and L8pXq b Ω‚pSq.

1.2.3. For concreteness, we spell out the fields of the theories we have constructed on X ˆ S.
In both cases, the space of fields equipped with the linear BRST operator is

(4)
´n ´n` 1 ´1 0

Ω0pX;Sq Ω1pX;Sq PV1pX;Sq PV0pX;Sq.B BΩ

We denote the fields pβ, γ, µ, νq respectively. We are using the shorthand notation

ΩipX;Sq “ Ωi,‚;‚pX;Sq

“ ‘j,kPVi,jpXq b ΩkpSqr´j ´ ks.

which is equipped with the B ` dS operator and similarly for PVipX;Sq.

The natural pairing between PVipX;Sq and ΩipX;Sq is of degree ´dimCpXq ´ dimRpSq.
As such, the Z-grading indicated in (9) equips the sheaf of fields with a degree p´1q pairing,
provided that we choose the shift to be given by

(5) n “ dimCpXq ` dimRpSq ´ 1.

The pairing is defined by the formula
Ω∫

XˆS

µ_ γ `

Ω∫
XˆS

νβ

where
∫Ω
XˆS α

def
“

∫
XˆS α^ Ω.

We have constructed two equivalent descriptions of the BF theory which share the linear
BRST complex (9). Explicitly, the action functional for BF theory associated to the local dg
Lie algebra L0pXq b Ω‚pSq is

(6) SBF,0 “

Ω∫ „
β ^ pB ` dSqν ` γ ^ pB ` dSqµ` β ^ BΩµ`

1

2
rµ, µs _ γ ` rµ, νsβ



.

As in the Lie algebra structure of this strict model, notice that the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket
appears explicitly.

The action functional of BF theory associated to L8pXq bΩ‚pSq is non polynomial. In fact,
it is related to the BCOV action functional via dimensional reduction (see §5). Explicitly, this
action functional is

(7) SBF,8 “

Ω∫ „
β ^ pB ` dSqν ` γ ^ pB ` dSqµ` β ^ BΩµ`

1

2

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ Bγ



.

We demonstrated above that the two local L8 algebras on which these BF theories are based
are equivalent. As such, the BF theories are also equivalent; the map (3) extends uniquely to
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an automorphism of BV theories. Explicitly, the automorphism is

(8) µ ÞÑ e´νµ, ν ÞÑ 1´ e´ν , β ÞÑ pβ ´ µ_ γqeν , γ ÞÑ eνγ.

1.2.4. In what follows, we specialize to the case that X is a Calabi–Yau five-fold and that S is
a one-dimensional smooth orientable manifold. In this case, with n “ 5` 1´ 1 “ 5 the theories
described in this section are Z-graded in the BV formalism. Momentarily, we consider a new
term in the action which will break this grading; as such, this integer shift will not play an
essential role.

1.3. A deformation of BF theory. Let X be a Calabi–Yau five-fold and S be a smooth
oriented one-dimensional real manifold. We will break the Z-grading present in BF theory
discussed in the previous section to a Z{2 grading. For reference, this means that the linear
cochain complex of fields of the model now takes the following form.

(9)
odd even odd even

Ω0pX;Sqβ Ω1pX;Sqγ PV1pX;Sqµ PV0pX;Sqν .
B BΩ

1.3.1. To define our classical field theory on X ˆ S, we consider a deformation of BF theory
SBF (this refers to either the presentation as SBF,0 or SBF,8). Such deformations are governed
by the classical master equation: the parameterized family of actions

(10) SBF ` gJ

defines a consistent theory in the BV formalism if and only if

(11) tSBF ` gJ, SBF ` gJu “ 0.

Since this must hold for all g, and since the undeformed action S is already a solution to the
classical master equation, this reduces to the pair of conditions

(12) tSBF , Ju “ tJ, Ju “ 0.

The form of J depends on which presentation we use for BF theory. To begin, we will use
the presentation of BF theory SBF,8 which uses the the non-strict L8 structure on divergence-
free holomorphic vector fields. The deformation J does not make reference to the Calabi–Yau
structure explicitly, but it does involve the holomorphic de Rham operator B on X.

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a Calabi–Yau five-fold and S a smooth one-dimensional manifold, and
consider the BV theory pE, SBF,8q on X ˆ S defined above. The local functional

(13) J “
1

6

∫
XˆS

γ ^ Bγ ^ Bγ,

where γ P Ω1,‚pX;Sq, defines a deformation of pE, SBF,8q as a Z{2-graded BV theory.

1.3.2. Before proceeding to the proof, we remark on grading issues. In the original Z-grading
on the BF theory given in (9) with n “ 5, the component

γ1,i;j P Ω1,ipXq b ΩjpSq

sits in degree ´4` i` j. Thus, we see that in the original Z-grading on BF theory one has

(14) degpJq “ 6.

Thus SBF ` J is not of homogenous Z grading (although it is even).
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This is completely reasonable from the point of view of twisting supersymmetry in eleven
dimensions. Indeed, the R-symmetry group is trivial, and there is not a way to regrade the
fields of the twisted theory using twisting data . Nevertheless, if we break to the obvious Z{2
grading, the functional SBF ` gJ defines an even action functional. Unless otherwise stated, we
will work with this Z{2 grading for the remainder of this section.

1.3.3. We proceed to show that SBF,8`gJ solves the classical master equation. For notational
simplicity we will omit the integral symbol

∫Ω.

Proof. It is immediate from the form of the BV bracket that tJ, Ju “ 0, since J depends only on
the γ field. It remains to check that tSBF,8, Ju “ 0. For the quadratic term in the BF action,
we note that

(15) tβ ^ BΩµ, Ju “
1

2
Bβ ^ Bγ ^ Bγ “ 0,

because total derivatives are equivalent to zero as local functionals.

The contribution from the remaining BF action takes the form
"

1

2

1

1´ ν
Bγ _ µ2,

1

6
γ ^ Bγ ^ Bγ

*

“
1

2
pµ_ Bγq ^ Bγ ^ Bγ.

This expression is zero for symmetry reasons. Recall that Bγ is a two-form, and that the
expression must be a totally symmetric local functional which is cubic in this two-form. We
can ask whether such a contraction exists just at the level of slp5q representation theory. Let
denote the fundamental representation of slp5q, which we identify with constant one-forms.

Since the term must be a scalar, the contraction pBγ3 must sit in the fundamental representation
again, since it is dual to a vector field. Computing the decomposition of the tensor cube of the
two-form, we find

(16) Sym3 p q – ‘ .

(In fact, the absence of the relevant irreducible representation does not even depend on the
parity of the field γ, since

(17) ^3 p q – ‘ ;

the fundamental representation has symmetry type .) �

1.3.4. We make note of the dependence on the coupling constant g in the definition of the
deformed action SBF,8 ` gJ .

When g “ 0 we recover BF theory for the L8 algebra L8pC5q b Ω‚pRq. For any g ‰ 0 the
theories are essentially equivalent in perturbation theory. Indeed, if g ‰ 0 we can make the
following field redefinition

γ ÞÑ
?
gγ, β ÞÑ

?
gβ

to write the action as
1
?
g
pSBF,8 ` Jq .

In perturbation theory, this has the affect of modifying the quantization parameter ~ to ~{?g.
Thus, after modifying ~ and making the above field redefinition, the perturbative expansion of
any theory is equivalent to the one with g “ 1.

11



1.3.5. We remark on an alternative, equivalent, description of the deformed theory which in-
volves the strict dg Lie algebra structure on divergence-free holomorphic vector fields.

We can replace SBF,8 by SBF,0 via applying the field automorphism (8). Doing this we see
that J becomes

rJ “
1

6
eνγ ^ Bpeνγq ^ Bpeνγq.

Since this automorphism preserves the odd BV bracket, the actions SBF,8` gJ and SBF,0` g rJ
are both solutions to the classical master equation, and are equivalent as Z{2 graded BV theories.

1.4. Equations of motion of the component fields. Soon, we will provide a series of justi-
fications for the assertion that the deformed theory SBF,8 ` gJ is the minimal twist of eleven-
dimensional supergravity on flat space X ˆ S “ C5 ˆ R where C5 is equipped with its flat
Calabi–Yau form. For the moment, we briefly read off the equations of motion of the general
theory on X ˆ S. Let Ω denote the Calabi–Yau form on X.

We consider the action SBF,8`gJ . The equation of motion obtained by varying β is especially
simple—in fact linear—since β only appears in the action via a quadratic term. It is

(18) Bν ` dSν ` BΩµ “ 0.

Varying γ we obtain the equation of motion

(19) Bµ` dSµ`
1

2

1

1´ ν
BΩpµ

2q `
1

2
pBγ ^ Bγq _ pgΩ´1q “ 0.

The last term represents the contraction of an element of Ω4,‚pX;Sq with the nonvanishing
section Ω´1 P PV5,‚pX;Sq to yield an element of PV1,‚pX;Sq. If we vary the µ we obtain

(20) pB ` dSqγ ` Bβ `
1

1´ ν
pµ_ Bγq “ 0.

Finally, if we vary ν we obtain

(21) pB ` dSqβ `
1

2

1

p1´ νq2
µ2 _ Bγ “ 0.

The equation of motion must hold for any inhomogenous superfields. We can get a better
sense of the equations if we expand in components of these fields. The component fields of the
eleven-dimensional theory on X ˆ S have the following form:

‚ µ “
ř

i,j µ
i;j is a superfield where

µi;j P PV1,ipXq b ΩjpRq, i “ 0, . . . , 5, j “ 0, 1.

The component µi;j has parity i` j ` 1 pmod 2q.
‚ ν “

ř

i,j ν
i;j is a superfield where

νi;j P PV0,ipX,TXq b ΩjpRq, i “ 0, . . . , 5, j “ 0, 1.

The component νi;j has parity i` j pmod 2q.
‚ γ “

ř

i,j γ
i;j is a superfield where

γi;j P Ω1,ipXq b ΩjpRq, i “ 0, . . . , 5, j “ 0, 1.

The component γi;j has parity i` j pmod 2q.
‚

‚ β “
ř

i,j β
i;j is a superfield where

βi;j P Ω0,ipXq b ΩjpRq, i “ 0, . . . , 5, j “ 0, 1.

The component βi;j has parity i` j ` 1 pmod 2q.

12



We look closely at the geometric meaning of (18). Let’s make the simplifying assumption that
all components of µ are divergence-free, and further that all fields are locally constant along S:
that is, BΩµ “ 0 and dSµ “ dSγ “ 0. Then ν “ 0 is a solution to (18) and we can assume that
all fields are functions, or zero-forms, along S. Then, there is a component of (19) which can be
written as

(22) Bµ1;0 `
1

2
rµ1;0, µ1;0s `

ˆ

1

2
Bγ1;0 ^ Bγ1;0 ` Bγ2;0 ^ Bγ0;0

˙

_ pgΩ´1q “ 0

where now r´,´s stands for the Schouten bracket.

To further simplify (22), we can look for a solutions where γ1;0, the p0, 1q Dolbeault part of
γ, is zero. Then, up to the term involving

α
def
“ Bγ0;0,

we find precisely the integrability equation for the complex structure determined by Beltrami
differential µ1;0 P PV1,1bΩ0. If Bα “ 0, the holomorphic two-form α P Ω2,holpXq defines a map
of sheaves

Ω2,hol
X

^α
ÝÝÑ Ω4,hol

X –Ω TholX

where TholX denotes the sheaf of holomorphic vector fields and the last isomorphism uses the
Calabi–Yau form Ω on X. The image of Ω2,hol

X defines a subsheaf Fα Ă TholX . Since Bα “ 0, this
subsheaf is automatically integrable and hence determines a foliation.

Summarizing, see that there is a field configuration where the Beltrami diffrential ξ “ µ1;0 P

Ω0,1pX,TXq satisfies the modified integrability condition

Bξ `
1

2
rξ, ξs “ α_ ρ

for some ρ P PV2,2pXq. In other words, ξ defines an integrable complex structure deformation
along the leaf space associated to the foliation Fα. We leave a more complete exploration of the
moduli space of solutions of the equations of motion for future work.

In [SW21], the second two authors showed that the free limit of the minimal twist of eleven-
dimensional supergravity agrees with the free limit of the eleven-dimensional theory that we
have introduced here. Given this result, we can recognize many fields in the twisted theory as
components of the physical fields of supergravity which remain after we twist.

‚ The components

µ1;0 “ µji pz, z, tqdzjBzi

µ0;1 “ µtipz, z, tqdtBzi

of µ comprise components of the metric which remain after the twist. The components

µ0;0 “ µipz, z, tqBzi

comprise the ghosts for infinitesimal (holomorphic) diffeomorphisms.
‚ The three-form fields

(23) β3;0 “ βijkpz, z, tqdzidzjdzk, β2;1 “ βijt pz, z, tqdzidzjdt

γ2;0 “ γijkpz, z, tqdzidzjdzk, γ1;1 “ γijt pz, z, tqdzidzjdt.

comprise components of the supergravity C-field which remain after the twist. The two-
form fields β2;0, β1;1, γ1;0, γ0;1, the one-form fields β1;0, β0;1, and the zero-form field β0;0

is what remains of the ghost system (ghosts, ghosts for ghosts, etc.) for the supergravity
C-field.
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1.5. Local character. We consider the eleven-dimensional theory on the manifold C5 ˆ R,
where C5 is equipped with its standard Calabi–Yau structure. On this background, the theory
is manifestly SUp5q invariant. In this section, we compute the corresponding character of the
local operators at the origin.

The local character is only sensitive to the free limit of the theory. Furthermore, the linear
BRST operator is an SUp5q-invariant deformation of the pB ` dRq operator. Therefore, to com-
pute the character it suffices to compute the SUp5q-equivariant character of the B cohomology.

The solutions to the pB ` dRq-equations of motion simply say that all fields are holomorphic
along C5 and constant along R. Thus, the solutions can be identified with

µiBzi P VectpC5q – OpC5qBzi , ν P OpC5q

β P OpC5q, γidzi P Ω1pC5q – OpC5qdzi

where zi is a holomorphic coordinate on C5.

Corresponding to each of the above, we have a tower of linear local operators labeled by
pmjq “ pm1,m2,m3,m4,m5q P Z5

ě0; these are given by

µipmjq
: µi ÞÑ Bm1

z1 B
m2
z2 B

m3
z3 B

m4
z4 B

m5
z5 µ

ip0q

νpmjq
: ν ÞÑ Bm1

z1 B
m2
z2 B

m3
z3 B

m4
z4 B

m5
z5 νp0q

γipmjq
: γi ÞÑ Bm1

z1 B
m2
z2 B

m3
z3 B

m4
z4 B

m5
z5 γ

ip0q

βpmjq
: β ÞÑ Bm1

z1 B
m2
z2 B

m3
z3 B

m4
z4 B

m5
z5 βp0q

It is easiest to label the Cartan subgroup of SUp5q by fugacities q1, . . . , q5 subject to the
constraint that

ś5
i“1 qi “ 1. We first compute the single particle index. This is the SUp5q

character of the space of linear local operators.

Lemma 1.2. The single particle index is

ipq1, . . . , q5q “

ř5
i“1 qi

ś5
i“1p1´ qiq

`

ř5
i“1 q

´1
i

ś5
i“1p1´ q

´1
i q

where the fugacities satisfy the constraint
ś

i“1 qi “ 1.

Proof. The linear local operators νpmjq
and βpmjq

are of the same q-weight but opposite parity.
Thus, they do not contribute to the single particle index.

The q-weight of the odd local operator µi
pmjq

is

qm1`1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qmi

i ¨ ¨ ¨ qm5`1
5 .

The q-weight of the even local operator γi
pmjq

is

qm1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qmi`1

i ¨ ¨ ¨ qm5
5 .

Thus we find that the single particle index is given by the infinite series

(24)
5
ÿ

i“1

¨

˝

ÿ

pmiqPZ5
ě0

qm1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qmi`1

i ¨ ¨ ¨ qm5
5 ´

ÿ

pmiqPZ5
ě0

qm1`1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qmi

i ¨ ¨ ¨ qm5`1
5

˛

‚

which sums to the expression

(25) ´

ř5
i“1 q1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pqi ¨ ¨ ¨ q5
ś5
i“1p1´ qiq

`

ř5
i“1 qi

ś5
i“1p1´ qiq

.
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This simplifies to the stated expression. �

This single particle index for our space of local operators agrees with the one computed
in [Nek09]. To obtain the full index of local operators we apply the plethystic exponential
PErfpxqs “ exp

`
ř

n
1
nfpx

nq
˘

.

Proposition 1.3. The character of local operators of the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R
is

5
ź

i“1

ź

pmiqPZ5
ě0

1´ qm1`1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qmi

i ¨ ¨ ¨ qm5`1
5

1´ qm1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ qmi`1

i ¨ ¨ ¨ qm5
5

Proof. Recall that the plethystic exponential takes sums to products and monomials to geometric
series. Apply this to the infinite series (24). �

1.6. One-loop quantization. In [GRW21] an existence result for one-loop quantizations of
mixed topological-holomorphic theories was established. The crucial thing is that these results
apply to more than just topological-holomorphic theories arising from twists of supersymmetric
gauge theories. They also apply to twists of supergravity theories. We apply this to the eleven-
dimensional model at hand.

The eleven-dimensional theory is a mixed topological-holomorphic theory. On flat space C5
zˆ

Rt, this means that the theory is translation invariant and that the following act homotopically
trivially:

‚ the vector fields Bz1 , . . . , Bz5 corresponding to infinitesimal anti-holomorphic translations,
‚ the vector field Bt corresponding to infinitesimal translations in the Rt direction.

Recall that the action functional of the eleven-dimensional theory is SBF,8 ` gJ . Since
the cubic and higher interactions only involve holomorphic derivatives, we obtain the following
directly from the main result of [GRW21].

Theorem 1.4. There exists a gauge fixing condition for the eleven-dimensional theory on C5ˆR
which renders its one-loop quantization finite and anomaly-free.

When g “ 0, this result is actually exact, since there are no Feynman diagrams present past
one-loop order in this case. When g ‰ 0, on the other hand, this result does not immediately
imply the existence of a gauge-invariant perturbative quantization to higher orders in ~. The
presence of the functional J “ 1

6

∫
γBγBγ allows one to construct Feynman graphs at arbitrary

loop order.

In [Cos16], Costello argues that, upon performing the Ω-background, the theory localizes to
a five-dimensional theory on C2 ˆ R. Via a cohomological argument, it is shown that this effec-
tive five-dimensional theory exhibits an essentially unique quantization in perturbation theory.
We will return to the existence and uniqueness of a higher order quantization of the eleven-
dimensional theory (before turning on the Ω-background) in future work.

2. Infinite-dimensional symmetry in flat backgrounds

2.1. Global symmetry algebra. In any field theory, the cohomology classes of states of odd
ghost number have the structure of a Lie algebra. More generally, after shifting the cohomological
degree by one, the full cohomology of states with respect to the linear BRST operator is naturally
a graded Lie algebra. If we forget the grading to a Z{2 grading, then this global symmetry algebra
has the structure of a super Lie algebra.
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In general, taking cohomology loses information. If the dg Lie (or L8) algebra we start with
is not formal, then there exist higher-order operations on the linearized BRST cohomology. We
will refer to this L8 algebra as the global symmetry algebra of the theory.

Before taking cohomology with respect to the linear BRST operator, we described the super
L8 structure on the parity shift of the eleven-dimensional fields in the previous section. This is
encoded by the full BV action of the eleven-dimensional theory. The cubic component of the full
BV action induces the super Lie algebra structure present in the linearized BRST cohomology.

Our main result is to relate the global symmetry algebra of the minimal twist of eleven-
dimensional supergravity on C5ˆR to a certain infinite-dimensional exceptional super Lie algebra
studied by Kac [Kac98; KR02] called Ep5, 10q. We recall the definition below.

Theorem 2.1. Let ΠEpC5ˆRq be the parity shift of the fields of eleven-dimensional supergravity
on C5 ˆ R and denote by δp1q the linearized BRST operator.

(1) As a super Lie algebra, the δp1q-cohomology of ΠEpC5 ˆ Rq is isomorphic to the trivial
one-dimensional central extension of the super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q.

(2) The global symmetry algebra is equivalent, as a super L8 algebra, to the non-trivial
central extension of Ep5, 10q determined by the even cocycle defined in (33).

This result implies that the action functional SBF,8 ` J of the eleven-dimensional theory is
invariant for the infinite-dimensional Lie algebra Ep5, 10q.

2.2. Linearized BRST cohomology. We compute the linearized BRST cohomology of eleven-
dimensional supergravity. Then we will describe the induced structure of a super Lie algebra
present in the parity shift of the cohomology, proving part (1) of Theorem 2.1.

2.2.1. First we recall the definition of the exceptional simple super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q. Recall
that Vect0pC5q is the Lie algebra of divergence-free holomorphic vector fields on C5. Let Ω2

clpC
5q

be the module of holomorphic 2-forms that are closed for the holomorphic de Rham operator B.

The even part of the super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q is the Lie algebra

Ep5, 10q` “ Vect0pC
5q

of divergence-free vector fields on C5, whose elements we continue to denote by µ. The odd piece
is the module

Ep5, 10q´ “ Ω2
clpC

5q,

whose elements we denote by α. Besides the natural module structure, there is odd bracket
Ep5, 10q´ b Ep5, 10qÑEp5, 10q` The bracket uses the isomorphism Ω´1 _ p´q : Ω4 – VectpC5q

induced by the standard Calabi–Yau form d5z, and is defined by

(26) rα, α1s “ Ω´1 _ pα^ α1q.

Since both α, α1 are closed two-forms, the resulting vector field on the right hand side is di-
vergence free. In coordinates, if f ijdzi ^ dzj and gkldzk ^ dzl are two closed two-forms, their
bracket is the vector field εijklmf ijgklBzm .

To be precise, Kac studied a more algebraic version of the algebra we have just introduced,
where holomorphic functions are replaced by holomorphic polynomials. As such, the simple
super Lie algebra that appears in the classification in [Kac98] is a dense sub Lie algebra of what
we call Ep5, 10q, consisting of those vector fields and two-forms that have polynomial coefficients.
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2.2.2. If E is the space of fields of any theory in the BV or BRST formalism, the shift L “ Er´1s
has the structure of a Lie, possibly L8 algebra. In the Z{2 graded world, the parity shifted object
L “ ΠE has the structure of a super L8 algebra.

In this section, we use the description of the eleven-dimensional theory as the deformation of
the BF action SBF,8 by the functional J of Theorem 1.1. We set the coupling g “ 1. For any
other nonzero value of g, we will obtain an isomorphic super L8 algebra as explained above. We
would also obtain equivalent results if we used the other model of the eleven-dimensional theory
explained in §1.3.5.

The full differential on the cochain complex of observables of the theory is given by the BV
bracket with the BV action. For us, this is

δ “ tSBF,8 ` J,´u.

The linear BRST operator (dual to the differential on the cochain complex of fields) comes only
from the quadratic summands in SBF,8, and is of the form

(27) δp1q “ B ` dR ` BΩ|µÑν ` B|βÑγ .

To compute the cohomology with respect to δp1q we can use a spectral sequence, first taking
the cohomology with respect to B ` dR and then with respect to BΩ. By the B and de Rham
Poincaré lemmas, the cohomology of the space of fields of the eleven-dimensional theory on
C5 ˆ R with respect B ` dR results in the cochain complex

(28)

´ `

VectpC5q OpC5q

OpC5q Ω1pC5q.

BΩ

B

Recall that VectpC5q,OpC5q, and Ω1pC5q denote the space of holomorphic vector fields, functions,
and one-forms, respectively.

The cohomology with respect to the remaining linearized BRST operator consists of the space
of triples pµ, rγs, bq where:

‚ µ is a divergence-free holomorphic vector field on C5, which is constant along R

µ “ µb 1 P ΠVect0pC
5q b Ω0pRq.

Note that µ is a ghost in the Z{2 graded theory.
‚ rγs is an equivalence class of a holomorphic one-form modulo exact holomorphic one-
forms along C5, which are also constant along R

rγs “ rγs b 1 P
`

Ω1pC5q{dOpC5q
˘

b Ω0pRq.

‚ A constant function b P ΠC on C5 ˆ R. This is a β-type field in the eleven-dimensional
theory, any constant function is closed for the de Rham differential. This element is also
a ghost in the Z{2-graded theory.

2.2.3. After parity shifting, we’ve identified the solutions to the linear equations of motion with
triples

pµ, rγs, bq P Vect0pC
5q ‘ΠΩ1pC5q{BOpC5q ‘ C.

The bracket induced by the cubic component of SBF,8 in the classical BV action is the usual
bracket on divergence-free vector fields together with the module structure on holomorphic one-
forms by Lie derivative. Notice that the Lie derivative commutes with the B operator, so this
action descends to equivalence classes as above. The elements b are central.
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The final term in the BV action J “ 1
6

∫
γ ^Bγ ^Bγ induces the following Lie bracket on the

solutions to the linearized equations of motion

(29)
“

rγs, rγ1s
‰

“ Ω´1 _ pBγ ^ Bγ1q P Vect0pC
5q.

where Ω´1 denotes the section of PV5,holpC5q which is inverse to the Calabi–Yau form Ω on
C5. Notice that this bracket is well-defined as it does not depend on the particular equivalence
classes and that the resulting vector field is automatically divergence-free.

2.2.4. Having described the linearized BRST cohomology as a super vector space, we turn to
the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. For the first part, we write down an explicit map between the cohomology
computed above and the algebra Ep5, 10q.

The relationship of the µ-elements in Ep5, 10q and the eleven-dimensional theory is apparent.

Next, we need to relate the equivalence classes rγs with the closed two-forms α in Ep5, 10q.
On flat space, any closed differential form is exact (this is a holomorphic version of the Poincaré
lemma). In other words, there is an isomorphism

B : Ω1pC5q{dOpC5q
–
ÝÑ Ω2

clpC
5q

induced by the holomorphic de Rham differential. This gives the relationship between the
equivalence class rγs in the eleven-dimensional theory and a closed two-form in Ep5, 10q by
α “ Bγ. It is clear from Equations (26) and (29) that this assignment intertwines the Lie
brackets in Ep5, 10q and the twist of eleven-dimensional supergravity. This completes the proof
of part (1).

For part (2), we first produce the following homotopy data:

(30) pΠE, δp1qq pEp5, 10q ‘ Cb , 0q ,K
q

i

‚ On the ν’s we take K to be any operator K : O Ñ Vect such that BΩKν “ ν. On the
γ’s we take K to be any operator K : Ω1 Ñ Ω0 which satisfies the homotopy relation

(31) rKBγ ` BKγ “ γ

for some auxiliary operator rK : Ω2
cl Ñ Ω1.

The precise form of each of these operators will not be needed. The existence of such
operators is guaranteed by the holomorphic Poincaré lemma. The operatorK annihilates
fields β and µ.

‚ The map q is described as follows. First qpµq “ µ ´ KBΩpµq. Notice that qpµq is
automatically divergence-free. Next, qpγq “ Bγ. If β is a holomorphic function, then
qpβq “ βpz “ 0q.

‚ The map i embeds µ and b in the obvious way. On a closed two form α, we have that
ipαq “ rKγ.

It is straightforward to check that this comprises well-defined homotopy data, the only non-
trivial thing to check is the relation 1 ´ i ˝ q “ δp1qK ´Kδp1q. Plugging in the field γ we see
that we must check that

γ ´ rKBγ “ BKγ

which is precisely (31).

Given this homotopy data, we can compute the homotopy transferred L8 structure on the
linearized BRST cohomology. Since ν does not survive to cohomology and the fact that there
are no nontrivial Lie brackets involving the field β, this transferred structure is easy to compute.
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There is a single diagram which contributes to the transferred structure, it is given by

(32)

ipµq

iprγsq

ipµ1q

q
K

together with a similar diagram with the µ and µ1 flipped.

This diagram leads to a new 3-ary bracket on Ep5, 10q ‘ Cb
“

µ, µ1, rγs
‰

3
“ ϕpµ, µ1, rγsq

where ϕ P CevenpEp5, 10qq is the even Lie algebra cocycle defined by the formula

(33) ϕ : Ep5, 10q ˆ Ep5, 10q ˆ Ep5, 10q Ñ Cb
ϕpµ, µ1, αq “ xµ^ µ1, αy|z“0.

Since b is central, this cocycle defines a central extension of Ep5, 10q. �

2.2.5. We briefly remark on Lie algebra cohomology for super Lie algebras. The Lie algebra
cohomology C‚,‚pLq of any super Lie algebra L is graded by Z ˆ Z{2. The first grading is by
the symmetric degree in the Chevalley–Eilenberg complex. The second grading is the internal
parity of the super Lie algebra L. The Chevalley–Eilenberg differential is degree p1,`q.

The cocycle ϕ has homogenous bigrading p3,´q. In the above discussion we forgot the bi-
grading to a totalized Z{2 grading where

CevenpLq “ C2‚,`pLq ‘ C2‚`1,´pLq

CoddpLq “ C2‚,´pLq ‘ C2‚`1,`pLq.

With this totalization, ϕ is an even cocycle and hence determines a super L8 central extension
by the one-dimensional even vector space C.

3. Residual supersymmetry

In this section we consider the minimal twist of eleven-dimensional supersymmetry explicitly.
We compute the residual supersymmetry algebra given by taking the cohomology of the eleven-
dimensional supersymmetry algebra with respect to the minimal twisting supercharge. In order
for this to map to the gauge symmetries of the eleven-dimensional theory, it is necessary to
consider an extension of the eleven-dimensional supersymmetry algebra corresponding to the M2
brane. We will see how this extension is compatible, upon twisting by the minimal supercharge,
with the central extension of Ep5, 10q we found as the global symmetry algebra in the previous
section.

3.1. Supersymmetry in eleven dimensions. The (complexified) eleven-dimensional super-
translation algebra is a complex super Lie algebra of the form

t11d “ V ‘ΠS

where S is the (unique) spin representation and V – C11 the complex vector representation,
of sop11,Cq. The bracket is the unique surjective sop11,Cq-equivariant map from the symmetric
square of S to V ; this decomposes into three irreducibles,

(34) Sym2pSq – V ‘^2V ‘^5V.
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Denote by Γ^1 ,Γ^2 ,Γ^5 the projections onto each of the summands above. The bracket in t11d

is defined using the first projection

rψ,ψ1s “ Γ^1pψ,ψ1q.

The super Poincaré algebra is
siso11d “ sop11,Cq ˙ t11d.

The R-symmetry is trivial in eleven-dimensional supersymmetry.

3.2. Extensions of the supersymmetry algebra. Extensions of the supersymmetry algebra
correspond to the existence of extended objects, such as branes, in the supergravity theory.
In eleven-dimensional supersymmetry, there are two such extensions corresponding to the M2
brane and the M5 brane. We begin by describing a less standard dg Lie algebra model for the
M2 brane algebra. In the next section we will explain the relationship to other descriptions in
terms of L8 algebras [BH05; BL07; FSS15].

Our model for the M2 brane algebra is a dg Lie algebra extension of the super Poincaré
algebra siso11d.

Introduce the cochain complex Ω‚pR11q of (complex valued) differential forms on R11 equipped
with the de Rham differential d. The M2 brane algebra arises as an extension of siso11d by the
cochain complex Ω‚pR11qr2s and is defined by a cocycle

cM2 P C2,`
`

siso11d ; Ω‚pR11qr2s
˘

.

The formula is
cM2pψ,ψ

1q “ Γ^2pψ,ψ1q P Ω2pR11q

where Γ^2 is the projection onto ^2V , thought of as the space of constant coefficient two-forms,
as in the decomposition (34).

Definition 3.1. The algebra m2brane is the Z ˆ Z{2-graded dg Lie algebra defined by the
extension of siso11d by the cocycle cM2.

Here, we are using a bigrading by Z ˆ Z{2. The super Poincaré algebra is concentrated in
zero integer grading and carries its natural Z{2 grading as a super Lie algebra. The complex
Ω‚pR11qr2s is concentrated in integer degrees r´2, 9s and has even parity. The bracket in m2brane
is bidegree p0,`q and the differential is bidegree p1,`q.

3.3. The minimal twist. Fix a supercharge Q P S satisfying Q2 “ 0 that is in the lowest
stratum of the nilpotence variety. Such a supercharge has a six-dimensional image in the space
of (complexified) translations on R11 and defines the minimal twist of eleven-dimensional super-
symmetry [SW21]. We characterize the cohomology of the algebra m2brane with respect to this
supercharge.

Q defines a maximal isotropic subspace L Ă V . In turn, we will decompose the super Poincaré
algebra into slpLq “ slp5q representations. First, the defining and spinor representations decom-
pose as

(35) V “ L‘ L_ ‘ Ct, S “ ^‚L.

In the expression for S, we are omitting factors of detpLq
1
2 for simplicity. Also, sop11,Cq decom-

poses as
slpLq ‘ ^2L‘^2L_ ‘ L‘ L_ ‘ C.

Furthermore, the spin representation can be identified with

S “ ^‚pLq “ C‘ L‘^2L‘^3L‘^4L‘^5L.
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The element Q lives in the first summand. Let

StabpQq “ slpLq ‘ ^2L_ ‘ L_ Ă sop11,Cq

be the stabilizer of Q. This is a parabolic subalgebra whose Levi factor is slp5q.

3.4. Q-cohomology of m2brane. Any element Q P S satisfying Q2 “ 0 determines a deforma-
tion of the dg Lie algebra m2brane. To deform d by Q we must break the Z ˆ Z{2 bigrading.
The supercharge Q is odd and of cohomological degree zero. Recall, the original differential on
m2brane is the de Rham differential d which just acts on the summand Ω‚pR11qr2s and is even of
cohomological degree `1. Thus, only the totalized Z{2 grading makes the differential d`rQ,´s
homogenous.

Definition 3.2. The Q-twist m2braneQ of m2brane is the super dg Lie algebra whose differential
is d` rQ,´s. The bracket is unchanged.

Let Q be a minimal supercharge satisfying Q2 “ 0. We first determine H‚pm2braneqq as a
super vector space.

Lemma 3.3. As a Z{2 graded space, the cohomology of the Q-twist m2braneQ is

(36) L‘ StabpQq ‘Π
`

^2L_
˘

‘ C

whose elements we denote by pv,m, ψ, cq.

Proof. The cohomology of the non-centrally extended algebra was computed in [SW21], we
briefly recall the result. The element Q only acts nontrivially on the summands ^4L and ^5L
in S. The image of ^4L – L_ trivializes the antiholomorphic translations while the image of
^5L trivializes the time translation. So, of the translations, only the holomorphic ones, which
live in L, survive. The map

rQ,´s : sop11,Cq Ñ S

is the projection onto ^0L‘^1L‘^2L. The kernel of rQ,´s is the stabilizer StabpQq.

In summary, the space of odd translations which survive cohomology is ^3L – ^2L_; two
such elements bracket to a holomorphic translation by taking the wedge product to get an
element of ^4L_ – L. This completes the calculation of the cohomology. �

The main result of this subsection is the following:

Proposition 3.4. The cohomology of the Q-twist H‚pm2braneQq has the following structures:

(1) As a super Lie algebra, H‚pm2braneQq is the natural extension of StabpQq together with
the bracket

(37) rψ,ψ1s2 “ ψ ^ ψ1 P ^4L_ – Lv

(2) m2braneQ is not formal as a super dg Lie algebra. As a super L8 algebra, the Q-twist
is equivalent to (36) with 2-brackets described in (1) where we additionally introduce the
3-ary bracket

(38) rv, v1, ψs3 “ 4xv ^ v1, ψy P Cb.

It will be useful to list the formulas for the brackets in terms of coordinates. Let tziu denote a
basis for L, which we will also think of as a linear coordinate on C5. Let tBziu be a dual basis for
L_, which we will also think of as translation invariant vector fields. The 2-ary bracket above is

rzi ^ zj , zk ^ zls2 “ εijklmBzm

and the 3-ary bracket is
rBzi , Bzj , zk ^ z`s3 “ 4pδikδ

j
` ´ δ

i
`δ
j
kq.
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3.4.1. One way to prove the proposition above is to use homotopy transfer directly to m2braneQ,
just as we did in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to deduce the form of the 3-ary bracket. Instead, we will
use the following minimal model for m2braneQ to prove Proposition 3.4. This minimal model
also has the advantage of being more directly related to the eleven-dimensional supergravity
theory.

Lemma 3.5. Let g denote the following Z{2 graded dg Lie algebra which as a cochain complex
is

H‚pm2braneQq ‘ pL_
1
ÝÑ ΠL_q.

Denote the elements of the second summand by pλ, rλq. The Lie structure extends the one on
H‚pm2braneQq described in (1) of Proposition 3.4 together with the brackets

rv, λs “ xv, λy P Cb
rv, ψs “ xv, ψy P ΠL_

rλ
.

There is an L8 map

g ù m2braneQ

which is a quasi-isomorphism of cochain complexes.

Proof. We embed g into m2braneQ in the following way: StabpQq and L sit inside in the evident
way. The central element maps to c ÞÑ ´1 P Ω0pR11q. The summand Lλ is mapped to the
linear functions in Ω0pR11q and ΠL

rλ
is sent to the constant coefficient one-forms in ΠΩ1pR11q.

It remains to define where ψ P ^2L is mapped.

Notice that, at least naively, ψ P ^2L is not Q-closed due to the presence of the central
extension. To embed ^2L we introduce the operator

H : Ω2pR11q Ñ Ω1pR11q,

which sends a two-form α to the one-form Hα defined by the formula pHαqpxq “
∫x

0 α where we
integrate over a straight line path from 0 to x.

Notice that if α is d-closed then dpHαq “ α. It follows that any element ψ P ^2L Ă S can
be lifted to a closed element at the cochain level in m2braneQ by the formula

rψ “ ψ ´HΓ^2pQ,ψq P ΠS ‘ΠΩ1.

Thus, sending ψ ÞÑ rψ defines a cochain map gÑ m2braneQ.

The Lie bracket r rψ, rψ1s agrees with rψ,ψ1s. On the other hand, in m2braneQ there is the Lie
bracket

rv, rψs “ ´LvpHΓ^2pQ,ψqq “ ´xv,Γ^2pQ,ψqy ´ dxv,HΓ^2pQ,ψqy.

The first term agrees with the bracket rv, ψsg in g. The other term is exact in m2braneQ and
can hence be corrected by the following bilinear

v b ψ ÞÑ xv,HΓ^2pQ,ψqy P Lλ.

Together with the cochain map described above, this bilinear term prescribes the desired L8
map.

�
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3.4.2. We now proceed to the proof of proposition 3.4.

Proof of Proposition 3.4. Using the model g, the first part of Proposition 3.4 follows immediately.
We deduce the second part using homotopy transfer.

Recall that we described the cohomology of m2braneQ in (36). Let δ denote the differential
on g which simply maps ΠL to L by the identity map. We produce the homotopy data

(39) pg, δq pH‚pm2braneQq , 0q ,K
q

i

as follows.

‚ The operator K annihilates H‚pm2braneQq and is the identity map K : ΠL
rλ
Ñ Lλ.

‚ The map q is the identity on H‚pm2braneQq and annihilates the summand LÑ ΠL.
‚ The map i embeds H‚pm2braneQq in the obvious way.

It is immediate to verify this data prescribes valid homotopy data. There is only a single
term in the L8 structure generated by homotopy transfer. It is determined by the following tree
diagram

(40)

ipvq

ipψq

ipvq

q
K

together with a similar diagram with the v and v1 reversed. It is an immediate calculation to
show that these trees recover the formula in (2) of Proposition 3.4. �

3.5. Embedding supersymmetry into the eleven-dimensional theory. Consider now the
super L8 algebra L underlying the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R.

Proposition 3.6. Endow the cohomology of m2braneQ with the L8 structure of Proposition 3.4
and let LpC5ˆRq be the super L8 algebra underlying eleven-dimensional supergravity on C5ˆR.
There is a map of super L8 algebras

H‚pm2braneQq ù LpC5 ˆ Rq

In particular, the Q-twisted algebra m2braneQ is a symmetry of eleven-dimensional theory on
C5 ˆ R.

Proof. Recall that the cohomology of m2braneQ takes the following form

(41)

even odd even

L_ p^2L_q2 L

p^2L_q1

slp5q Cb

The lefthand column is StabpQq. The subscripts are used to distinguish between the two copies
of ^2L_.
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The L8 map from the dg Lie model g to the fields of the twisted eleven-dimensional su-
pergravity theory has a linear piece Φp1q and a quadratic piece Φp2q. Define the linear map
Φp1q : gÑ L as follows:

L_ ÞÑ 0

^2L_1 ÞÑ 0

zi ^ zj P ^
2L_2 ÞÑ

1

2
pzidzj ´ zjdziq P Ω1,0pC5q pbΩ0pRq

Aij P slp5q ÞÑ
ÿ

ij

AijziBzj P PV1,0pC5q pbΩ0pRq

Bzj P L ÞÑ Bzi P PV1,0pC5q pbΩ0pR5q

1 P Cb ÞÑ 1 P Ω0,0pC5q pbΩ0pRq.

It is immediate to check that this is a map of cochain complexes, since all elements in the
image of this map lie in the kernel of the linearized BRST operator (27).

This map also preserves the bracket between odd elements in ^2L_2 . In the cohomology of
m2braneQ we have the bracket

rzi ^ zj , zk ^ zls “ εijklmBzm .

On the other hand, the cubic term in the action J “ 1
6 P γBγBγ induces a bracket on LpC5ˆRq

given by
rγ, γ1s “ pBγ ^ Bγ1q _ Ω´1.

The map is easily seen to intertwine the two brackets.

This map does not preserve all of the brackets, however. Indeed, in the eleven-dimensional
theory LpC5 ˆ Rq there is the bracket

rBzi , zjdzk ´ zkdzjs “ δijdzk ´ δ
i
kdzj

arising from the cubic term in 1
2

∫
1

1´νµ
2Bγ. To remedy the failure for Φp1q to preserve the

brackets, we introduce the odd bilinear map Φp2q : gb gÑ ΠL defined by

(42) Φp2q pBzi , zj ^ zkq “
1

2
pδijzk ´ δ

i
kzjq.

Notice that the field on the right hand side is of type β.

The bilinear map Φp2q provides a homotopy trivialization for the failure for Φp1q to preserve
the 2-ary bracket:

rΦp1qpBziq,Φ
p1qpzj ^ zkqs “ BΦ

p2q pBzi , zj ^ zkq .

The lefthand side is 1
2pδ

i
jdzk´ δ

i
kdzjq which is precisely the de Rham differential applied to (42).

To define an L8 morphism Φp1q ` Φp2q must satisfy additional higher relations. There is a
single nontrivial cubic relation to verify:

(43) Φp1q
“

Bzi , Bzj , zk ^ zl
‰

3
“ rΦp1qpBziq,Φ

p1qpBziq,Φ
p1qpzk ^ zlqs3

` rBzi ,Φ
p2qpBzj , zk ^ zlqs ` rBzj ,Φ

p2qpBzi , zk ^ zlqs

where r´s3 on the left hand side is the 3-ary bracket defined in Proposition 3.4 and r´s3 on the
right hand side is the 3-ary bracket defined by the quartic part of the action 1

2

∫
1

1´νµ
2 _ Bγ.

The two terms in the second line of (43) cancel for symmetry reasons and the quartic term in
the BV action induces precisely the correct 3-ary bracket.

�
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3.5.1. From the previous proposition we can readily compare the super L8 algebraH‚pm2braneQq
with the global symmetry algebra of our theory.

Corollary 3.7. There is a map of super L8 algebras

H‚pm2braneQq Ñ {Ep5, 10q,

where {Ep5, 10q is a central extension of Ep5, 10q by the cocycle (33).

Proof. Because this map preserves differentials, it descends to a map in cohomology. We have
already computed the cohomology of L on C5 ˆ R; it is the trivial one-dimensional central
extension of Ep5, 10q. The Lie algebra structure present in the cohomology of m2braneQ is
described in part (1) of Proposition 3.4. The map

L‘ StabpQq ‘Π
`

^3L
˘

‘ Cb Ñ Ep5, 10q ‘ Cb1

is defined by very similar formulas as above

L_1 ÞÑ 0

^2L_1 ÞÑ 0

zi ^ zj P ^
2L2 ÞÑ dzi ^ dzj P Ω2

clpC
5q

Aij P slp5q ÞÑ
ÿ

ij

AijziBzj P Vect0pC
5q

Bzi P L ÞÑ Bzi P Vect0pC
5q

b P Cb ÞÑ b P Cb1 .

The relationship between the transferred L8 structures can be described as follows. Recall
that the linear BRST cohomology of the parity shift of the fields of the eleven-dimensional theory
is equivalent to the super L8 algebra {Ep5, 10q. Also, we described the L8 structure present in
the cohomology of m2braneQ in part (2) of Proposition 3.4. Each of these L8 structure involved
introducing a single new 3-ary bracket, which are easily seen to be compatible. �

3.5.2. In this short section we compare to another description of the M2 brane algebra given as
a one-dimensional L8 central extension of the super Poincaré algebra. Such central extensions
were studied in [BH11; SSS09; FSS15], following [CDF91]. In these references, the algebra
m2brane is defined as an L8 central extension of siso11d.

Recall that given two spinors ψ,ψ1 P S we can form the constant coefficient two-form
Γ^2pψ,ψ1q. Using this two-form we can define the following four-linear expression

µ2pψ,ψ
1, v, v1q “ xv ^ v1,Γpψ,ψ1qy.

This expression is symmetric on the spinors and antisymmetric on the vectors, therefore it
defines an element in C4psiso11dq. This expression defines a nontrivial class in H4psiso11dq so
defines a one dimensional central extension of siso11d as a Lie 3-algebra. Instead of working
with a one-dimensional central extension by Cr2s, we work with a central extension by the
resolution Ω‚pR11qr2s determined by a cocycle cM2, see §3.2. There is a quasi-isomorphism
C‚psiso11dq Ñ C‚psiso11d,Ω

‚pR11qq induced by the embedding of constant functions into the full
de Rham complex. The cocycles µ2 and cM2 are cohomologous via a two-step zig-zag in the
double complex C‚psiso11d,Ω

‚pR11qq.
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3.5.3. There is also a one-dimensional L8 central extension of the M2 brane algebra correspond-
ing to the M5 brane - in [FSS15] this extension is described by way of a nontrivial seven-cocycle
on m2brane that is not a pullback of a cocycle on siso11d. The Q-twist of the M5 brane extension
does not appear in the fields of the eleven-dimensional theory we study. The distinguished role
of the M2 brane extension is analogous to that played by the F1 extension of twists of type II
supergravities [CLSugra]. In fact the dimensional reduction discussed in section 5.2 intertwines
the two extensions.

The M5 brane extension however, does induce an interesting cocycle on the algebra of 1
16 -BPS

operators on a single M5 brane. We leave computation of this induced cocycle to further work.

4. The non-minimal twist

We have provided numerous consistency checks that the eleven-dimensional theory defined on
a manifold with SUp5q holonomy is a twist of supergravity. We have referred to this theory as
“minimal,” since it renders the minimal number of translations homotopically trivial, or (slightly
improperly) as “holomorphic.” In this section we characterize the unique further twist of eleven-
dimensional supergravity on flat space, as seen through the lens of the holomorphic theory.
This further twist is invariant for the group G2 ˆ SUp2q and is fully topological along seven
directions, as opposed to just a single direction as in the minimal twist. This is easiest to see by
decomposing the eleven-dimensional spinor as a representation of Spinp4q ˆ Spinp7q; from this
perspective, a square-zero element is a rank-one element in the tensor product of a chiral spin
representation of Spinp4q and the spin representation of Spinp7q. Elements of the latter fall into
two distinct orbits under the Spinp7q action, the minimal orbit—“Cartan pure spinors”—and the
generic orbit [Igu70]. The stabilizer of an element of the generic orbit is G2, almost by definition.

We will show that the non-minimal twist is equivalent to an interacting theory on C2ˆR7 that
we call “Poisson” Chern–Simons theory, using a direct description of the further twist together
with an indirect cohomological argument. This completes the confirmation of a conjecture in
the literature ([Cos16]; see also [RY19]); the result was checked at the level of the free theory
in [EH21] by computing the nonminimal twist of the eleven-dimensional multiplet directly at
the component-field level.

In the BV formalism, the theory is Z{2 graded, with fields given by

A P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q pbΩ‚pR7q,

where Π, as always, denotes parity shift. The equations of motion are of the form

BA` dR7A` Bz1A^ Bz2A “ 0.

The action functional depends on the holomorphic symplectic structure on C2 through the
Poisson bracket on the algebra of holomorphic functions. We give a precise definition below.

The main result of this section is the following.

Theorem 4.1. The non-minimal twist of the eleven-dimensional theory is equivalent to Poisson
Chern–Simons theory on

C2 ˆ R7.

From the point of view of the untwisted theory, the non-minimal twist is defined by working
in a background where the fermionic ghost in the physical theory is equal to a supertranslation
of the form

Q`Qnm

where Q is the supertranslation which defines the minimal twist, see §3.3. The minimal twist of
supergravity is obtained by setting a fermionic ghost equal to Q.
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In the language of the minimal twist, the supercharge Qnm determines a square-zero element
in the Q-cohomology of the original supersymmetry algebra (which we will denote by the same
letter). The characterization of this cohomology in Proposition 3.4 implies that Qnm is an
element

Qnm P ^
2 pL_q

where L – C5 is the defining SUp5q representation. In other words, Q is a translation invariant
holomorphic two-form on C5. The condition that rQnm, Qnms “ 0 simply says that Qnm^Qnm “
0 as a translation invariant four-form on C5. By a linear change of coordinates, all such two-forms
Q are of the form Qnm “ dzi ^ dzj where i, j “ 1, . . . , 5.

From hereon in this section we will rename coordinates by

C5 ˆ R “ C2
zi ˆ C3

wa
ˆ R

which is most natural from the point of view of the non-minimal twist. We will fix the non-
minimal supercharge

Qnm “ dz1 ^ dz2.

Notice that this choice of supercharge breaks the holonomy of the eleven-dimensional theory
from SUp5q to SUp2q ˆ SUp3q.

4.1. Index matching. As a first consistency check, we can compare deformation invariants
attached to the holomorphic twist and the nonminimal twist. We will find that the local character
of the latter agrees with a specialization of the local character computed in §1.5

Proposition 4.2. The local character of the nonminimal twist of eleven-dimensional supergrav-
ity on flat space is given by

ź

pn1,n2qPZ2
ě0

1

1´ q´n1`n2
.

This agrees with the specializaiton of the local character computed in proposition 1.3.

Proof. The space of solutions to linearized equations of motion is parametrized by a holomorphic
function A on C2

wj
. The corresponding linear local operators are labeled by pn1, n2q P Z2

ě0 and
are given by

Apn1,n2q : A ÞÑ Bn1
w1
Bn2
w2
Ap0q.

The character of the linear span of these is given by the geometric series

(44)
ÿ

pn1,n2qPZ2
ě0

q´n1`n2

with plethystic exponential given by
ź

pn1,n2qPZ2
ě0

1

1´ q´n1`n2
.

For the last part, it suffices to observe the specialization at the level of single particle indices.
A natural choice of fugacities for SUp2q ˆ SUp3q is given in terms of the fugacities qi for SUp5q
chosen in §1.5 by requiring the additional constraints

q1q2 “ 1, q3q4q5 “ 1.

After imposing the above constraints, the single particle index (25) is

ipqq “
1

p1´ qqp1´ q´1q

where q “ q1 “ q´1
1 . This is exactly the sum of the geometric series (44). �
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4.2. The non-minimal global symmetry algebra. We constructed an embedding of the
Q-cohomology of the supersymmetry algebra into the fields of our eleven-dimensional theory on
C5ˆR. The further twist is obtained by working in a background where a certain field on C5ˆR
takes nonzero value Qnm. Explicitly, the element Qnm P ^2L corresponds to the image under B
of a γ-field of type Ω1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq. According to the embedding in §3.5 this is the γ-field

(45) γnm “
1

2
pz1dz2 ´ z2dz1q P Ω1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq

Notice that Bγnm “ dz1 ^ dz2 as desired.

4.2.1. Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem above, we perform a simple calculation of
the global symmetry algebra present in the Qnm-twisted theory.

Recall that up to a copy of constant functions, the global symmetry algebra of the holomorphic
twist of the eleven-dimensional theory is the super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q. From this point of view,
the global symmetry algebra of the Qnm-twisted theory is given by deformation of this super
Lie algebra by the Maurer–Cartan element

dz1 ^ dz2 P Ω2
clpC

5q.

We recall that the space of closed two-forms on C5 is precisely the odd part of the super Lie
algebra Ep5, 10q.

We compute the cohomology of Ep5, 10q with respect to the differential which is bracket-
ing with this Maurer–Cartan element. Recall that we are using the holomorphic coordinates
pz1, z2, w1, w2, w3q on C5.

There are the following brackets in the super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q

rflBzl ,dz1 ^ dz2s “ Bfi ^ dzj ´ Bfj ^ dzi

rgaBwa ,dz1 ^ dz2s “ 0

rhabdwa ^ dwb,dz1 ^ dz2s “ εabch
abBwc .

where flBzl , gaBwa are divergence-free vector fields on C5 and habdwa^dwb is a closed two-form.

From these relations, we see that the following elements are in the kernel of rdz1 ^ dz2,´s:

‚ fpzi, waqdz1 ^ dz2 for f a holomorphic function on C5.
‚ fpziqBz1 ` gpziqBz2 for holomorphic functions f, g on Cz1 ˆ Cz2 which satisfy

Bz1f ` Bz2g “ 0.

In other words, this is a divergence-free vector field on Cz1 ˆ Cz2 .
‚ fbpzi, waqBwb

for fb a holomorphic function on C5 where b “ 1, 2, 3.

It is immediate to check that these are the only nonzero elements in the kernel. Further, any
element of the first type is clearly exact and any element of the last type is clearly exact by the
closed two-form εijklmfdwldwm.

Thus, the cohomology is the (purely bosonic) Lie algebra of divergence-free vector fields on
C2 “ Ci ˆ Cj

H‚
`

Ep5, 10q, rdz1 ^ dz2,´s
˘

» Vect0pC
2q.

We proved in Theorem 2.1 that the global symmetry algebra of the eleven-dimensional theory
on C5 ˆ R is equivalent to a central extension {Ep5, 10q of the super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q.

The Lie algebra of divergence-free vector fields on C2 also admits a central extension:

(46) 0 Ñ C Ñ OpC2q Ñ Vect0pC
2q Ñ 0
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where OpC2q is equipped with the Poisson bracket with respect to the symplectic form dz1^dz2.
These two central extension are compatible.

Proposition 4.3. Let {Ep5, 10q be the central extension of Ep5, 10q which is equivalent to the
global symmetry algebra of the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R. Then there is an isomor-
phism of Lie algebras

H‚
`

{Ep5, 10q, rdz1 ^ dz2,´s
˘

» OpC2q.

Proof. The only thing to check is that, in cohomology, the cocycle defining the central extension
of Ep5, 10q is the cocycle exhibiting OpC2q as the central extension of divergence-free vector
fields. Recall that the formula (33) for the cocycle is

ϕpµ, µ1, αq “ xµ^ µ1, αy|z“0.

In cohomology, we obtain the cocycle for divergence-free vector fields by plugging in α “
dz1 ^ dz2. This gives the cocycle on Vect0pC2q

pfiBzi , gjBzj q ÞÑ pf1g2 ´ f2g1qpz1 “ z2 “ 0q.

This is the cocycle defining (46), as desired. �

.

This proposition implies that the global symmetry algebra of the non-minimal twist of eleven-
dimensional supergravity is the Lie algebra OpC2q. We will see that this is compatible with the
calculation of the non-minimal twist of the full BV theory.

4.3. The non-minimal twist of the eleven-dimensional theory. Now, we turn to deducing
the action functional of the non-minimal twist and hence the proof of Theorem 4.1. We will
show that the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R placed in the background where the p1, 0q
component of γ takes the value γnm (45) is equivalent to a theory with a purely Chern–Simons-
like action functional that we referred to in the introduction to this section.

Poisson Chern–Simons theory is defined on any manifold of the form

Z ˆM

where Z is a hyper Kähler surface and M is a smooth manifold of real dimension seven. The
fundamental field of the theory is

α P ΠΩ0,‚pZq pb Ω‚pMq.

Just in our original eleven-dimensional theory, this theory is also only Z{2 graded.

The holomorphic symplectic form ω2,0
Z on Z induces a Poisson bracket define on all Dolbeault

forms Ω0,‚pZq which we denote by t´,´upb. In local Darboux coordinates pz1, z2q, this bracket
reads

tαIpz, zqdzI , α
1Jpz, zqdzJupb “ pBz1α

IBz2α
J ˘ Bz2α

IBz1α
JqdzI ^ dzJ .

The action functional of Poisson Chern–Simons theory is

(47)
1

2

∫
ZˆM

pα^ dαq ^ ω2,0
Z `

1

6

∫
ZˆM

α^ tα, αupb ^ ω
2,0
Z

where t´,´u is the Poisson bracket induced from the symplectic form ωZ on Z.

For simplicity, we will work only on flat space C5ˆR “ C2
zˆpC

3
wˆRq, where we view Z “ C2

z

as a hyper Kähler manifold with its standard holomorphic symplectic form ω2,0 “ d2z.

We will decompose the fields according to these coordinates.
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Decompose the µ-field as µ “ µz ` µw where

µz P PV1,‚pC2
zq b PV0,‚pC3

wq b Ω‚pRq

µw P PV0,‚pC2
zq b PV1,‚pC3

wq b Ω‚pRq.

and similarly γ “ γz ` γw. We will also use the notation Bz for the holomorphic de Rham
differential along C2

z and similarly Bw for the holomorphic de Rham differential along C3
w.

To twist, we expand near the background where the field γz takes value γnm as in (45). This
will generate new kinetic and interacting terms.

There are two types of interactions in the original theory. The first is

(48)
1

2

∫

C2ˆC3ˆR

1

1´ ν

`

Bγ _ µ2
˘

^ pd2z ^ d3wq

and the second is

(49)
1

6

∫

C2ˆC3ˆR

γBγBγ.

Expanding (48) around the background where γ takes value γnm, we obtain,

(50)
∫

1

1´ ν

ˆ

1

2
Bwγw _ µ

2
w ` B

zγw _ µwµz ` B
wγz _ µwµz `

1

2
Bzγz _ µ

2
z

˙

^ pd2z ^ d3wq

`
1

2

∫
1

1´ ν

`

d2z _ µ2
z

˘

^ pd2z ^ d3wq.

We similarly expand (49),

(51)
1

6

∫
pγwB

zγwB
zγw ` γwB

wγwB
zγz ` γwB

wγzB
wγzq `

1

2

∫
pγwB

wγwq ^ d2z

The new terms in the non-minimally twisted linearized BRST differential arise from the
quadratic terms in the action in Equations (50) and (51):

(52)
1

2

∫
pd2z _ µ2

zq ^ pd
2z ^ d3wq `

1

2

∫
pγw ^ B

wγwq ^ d2z.

The non-minimally twisted linear BRST complex thus takes the form

(53)

PV1,‚
Z

pbPV0,‚
W

PV0,‚
Z

pbPV0,‚
W

PV0,‚
Z

pbPV1,‚
W

– Ω0,‚
Z

pbΩ1,‚
W

Ω0,‚
Z

pbΩ0,‚
W

Ω1,‚
Z

pbΩ0,‚
W

BzΩ

BwΩ

Ω´1
W Bw

Bw

Bz
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Here, we write Z “ C2
z and X “ C3

w for notational simplicity.

Here, the dashed arrow along the outside of the diagram corresponds to the BV antibracket
with the first term in (52). It is given by the isomorphism

Ω1,‚
Z

pbΩ0,‚
W

ω2,0
Z b1
ÝÝÝÝÑ PV1,‚

Z
pbPV0,‚

W

induced holomorphic symplectic form on Z. The other dashed arrow corresponds to the BV
antibracket with the second term in (52). It is given by the composition

Ω0,‚
Z

pbΩ1,‚
W

1bBw
ÝÝÝÑ Ω0,‚

Z
pbΩ2,‚

W
1bΩW
ÝÝÝÝÑ PV0,‚

Z
pbPV1,‚

W

given by applying the holomorphic de Rham operator along X followed by contracting with the
inverse holomorphic volume form along X.

We replace this linear BRST complex, up to quasi-isomorphism, with a smaller BRST com-
plex. Consider the complex

(54) Ω0,‚
Z

pbΩ‚,‚W pbΩ‚L “ ‘
3
k“0Ω0,‚

Z
pbΩk,‚

W
pbΩ‚L

which is equipped with the differential Bz `Bw `Bw ` dR. Write α “ α0` ¨ ¨ ¨ `α3 for a field in
this complex, using the decomposition on the right hand side. The full Poisson Chern–Simons
action SpCS equips this complex with the structure of a dg Lie algebra.

Define the following non-linear map of BRST complexes from (54) to the twisted theory (53).
It is defined by the equations

(55) µz “ p1´ rα3qpBz1 ^ Bz2q _ B
zα0, µw “ pBw1 ^ Bw2 ^ Bw3q _ α

2, ν “ rα3

β “ α0, γw “ α1, γz “ 0.

In the above equation we have introduced the notation rα3 “ Ω´1
X _ α3. Notice the only non-

linearity appears in the definition of µz.

The restriction of the kinetic terms
∫
γpB ` dRqµ` βpB ` dRqν along (55) is

(56)
∫ 3
ÿ

k“0

αkpB ` dRqα
3´k

The restriction of the kinetic term
∫
βBΩµ along (55) is

(57)
∫
α0Bwα2 ´

∫
α0Bzα0Bzα3.

Finally, the restriction of the kinetic term 1
2

∫
γBwγ in (51) along (55) is

(58)
∫

1

2
α1Bwα1.

Together, (56)–(58) give the kinetic term in Poisson Chern–Simons theory.

The formulas above show that the linear terms in (55) define a map of linear BRST complexes.
Applying the apparent contracting homotopy, we see that this map is a quasi-isomorphism. We
will show that the full non-linear map intertwines the action functionals up to cohomologically
exact terms, and hence defines an equivalence of BV theories.

We substitute the values for the fields in (55) into the original eleven-dimensional action.
Notice that any terms involving γz can be discarded. Restricting (50) along this map, we obtain
the action functional

(59)
1

2

∫
1

1´ rα3
Bwα1prα2q2d2z `

∫
α2Bzα0Bzα1 `

1

2

∫
p1´ α3qBzα0Bzα0.
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Here, rα2 denotes the element of Ω0,‚
Z

pbPV1,‚
W

pbΩ‚L corresponding to α2 determined by the
Calabi–Yau form d3w. Notice that the very last term is equivalent to the functional´1

2

∫
α3Bzα0Bzα0

since the quadratic part is a total derivative.

There is only one cubic term left in (51) when we substitute the fields according to (55). It is

(60)
1

6

∫
α1Bzα1Bzα1.

Combining all of these terms, we see that the total action restricted along the map (55) is

(61) SpCSpαq `

∫
1

2

1

1´ rα3
Bwα1prα2q2d2z

where SpCS is the Poisson Chern–Simons action in (47).

We will show that the term not appearing in SpCSpαq is cohomologically trivial. Consider the
odd local functional

(62)
1

6

∫
1

1´ rα3
α2prα2q2.

Applying the linearized BRST operator (in the non-minimal twist) this becomes
1

2

∫
1

1´ rα3
Bwα1prα2q2 `

1

6

∫
1

1´ rα3
Bwpα2qα2prα2q2.

The first term in this expression agrees the term in (61) which is not in SpCSpαq.

The latter term p1 ´ rα3q´1Bwpα2qα2prα2q2 is of polynomial degree ě 4. Since this term has
trivial self BV bracket, it determines a cocycle for the dg Lie algebra underlying Poisson Chern–
Simons theory. Since it is manifestly translation invariant, it arises via descent from a cocycle in
the dg Lie algebra of 8-jets of fields at 0 P C2 ˆ R7. This dg Lie algebra is quasi-isomorphic to
the Lie algebra Crrz1, z2ss equipped with the holomorphic Poisson bracket. (This is the formal
power series version of the Lie algebra from Proposition 4.3.)

There is a weight grading on this Lie algebra, given by declaring |zn`1
1 zm`1

2 | “ n ` m; in
turn, this induces a grading on the Gelfand–Fuks Lie algebra cohomology. The weight of the
Gelfand–Fuks class corresponding to our deformation is `2, since no derivatives of z1 or z2

appear. Results from [Fuk86] show that there is no cohomology in this weight. As such, the
cocycle must define a trivial deformation of the dg Lie algebra up to equivalence. This completes
the proof that the non-minimal twist is equivalent to Poisson Chern–Simons theory. �

5. Dimensional reduction and ten-dimensional supergravity

In this section we demonstrate that our proposal for the action of minimally twisted eleven-
dimensional supergravity agrees with conjectural descriptions of twisted type IIA and type I
supergravities due to Costello and Li.

The original motivation for M-theory was as the strong coupling limit for type IIA string
theory. Roughly, the radius of the M-theory circle plays the role of this coupling constant.
Additionally, at low energies M-theory is expected to be approximated by eleven-dimensional
supergravity in the same way that the low energy limit of type IIA/IIB string theory is type
IIA/IIB supergravity. Combining these two pictures, various checks have been made that the
dimensional reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity along the M-theory circle is type IIA
supergravity.

Motivated by the topological string, Costello and Li have laid out a series of conjectures for
twists of type IIA/IIB supergravity [CL16] and type I supergravity [CL20]. Their description
was inspired by the model of the open and closed B-model topological string on a Calabi–Yau
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manifold. The open sector is holomorphic Chern–Simons theory [Wit95] and the closed sector is
called Kodaira–Spencer theory [Ber+94]. There are a few different versions of Kodaira–Spencer
theory, but the shared characteristic is that they are all ‘gravitational’ in nature; they describe
fluctuations of the Calabi–Yau structure. From this point of view, Kodaira–Spencer theory is
at the heart of the formulation of the various flavors of twisted ten-dimensional supergravity.

We begin by introducing certain variants of Kodaira–Spencer theory which will feature in the
descriptions of twists of type IIA and type I supergravity.

5.1. Kodaira–Spencer theory. LetX be a Calabi–Yau manifold; for now it can be of arbitrary
complex dimension d. Define

(63) PVi,jpXq “ Ω0,jpX,^iTXq.

We will consider the graded space PV‚,‚pXq “ ‘i,jPVi,jpXqr´i ´ js where the piece of type
pi, jq sits in degree i` j.

For each fixed i, while we let j vary, the B operator defines a cochain complex PVi,‚pXq “
p‘jPVi,jpXqr´js, Bq which provides a resolution for the sheaf of holomorphic polyvector fields
of type i. The divergence operator extends to an operator of the form

BΩ : PVi,‚pXq Ñ PVi´1,‚pXq.

Motivated by the states of the topological B-model, one defines the fields of Kodaira–Spencer
gravity on X to be the cochain complex

(64)
`

PV‚,‚pXqrrussr2s , B ` uBΩ

˘

.

Here, u is a parameter of cohomological degree `2, which turns δp1qKS “ B`uBΩ into an operator
of homogenous degree `1. We also have performed an overall cohomological shift by 2 so that
ukPVi,j sits in degree i ` j ` 2k ´ 2. More precisely, this is a model for the S1-equivariant
cohomology of the states of the B-model on a closed disk. We refer to [CL20; CL16] for detailed
justification for this ansatz.

5.1.1. The original action for Kodaira–Spencer theory posited by [Ber+94] has a nonlocal ki-
netic term. In the BV formalism, this is codified by stipulating that the BV pairing is a degen-
erate odd Poisson tensor rather than an odd symplectic form. The Poisson kernel is given by
the expression

pBΩ b 1qδ∆ĂXˆX P rPV‚,‚pXqs
pb 2 ,

see [CL15, §1.4]. Here, we view the δ-distribution as a polyvector field using the Calabi–Yau
form. Notice that the shifted Poisson tensor does not involve the parameter u at all. For this
reason, only the duals of a small number of fields pair nontrivially under the resulting odd BV
bracket.

5.1.2. There is a natural local interaction which equips the complex (5.1.3) with the structure
of Z{2 graded Poisson BV theory. Explicitly, it is given by

(65) IBCOV pΣq “ TrX xexp Σy0 “
ÿ

ně0

TrX xΣ
bny0

where TrX Φ “
∫
XpΦ_Ωq^Ω and where x´y0 denotes the genus zero Gromov-Witten invariant

with marked points

(66) xuk1µ1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b u
kmµmy0 :“

¨

˚

˝

∫

M0,m

ψk1
1 ¨ ¨ ¨ψkmm

˛

‹

‚

µ1 ¨ ¨ ¨µm “

ˆ

m´ 3

k1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , km

˙

µ1 ¨ ¨ ¨µm.
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This interaction is extremely natural from the point of view of string field theory. Indeed, the
B-model localizes to the space of constant maps into X, which factors as a product of M0,mˆX.
This is in keeping with finding an interaction that factors as an integral over X times an integral
over M0,m.

In [Ber+94] the authors show that the above interaction satisfies the classical master equation.
Moreover, they show that the L8 structure determined by the above action is equivalent to a
natural dgla structure on the complex of fields with Lie bracket given by the Schouten bracket.
Explicitly, the equivalence is given by the transcendental automorphism

Σ ÞÑ rupexppΣ{uq ´ 1qs`

where r´s` denotes projection onto positive powers of u.

5.1.3. We pointed out in §5.1.1 that the majority of fields pair to zero under the Poisson tensor.
Physically these correspond to closed string fields that do not propogate. In the supergravity
approximation, the fields that survive are those closed string fields that propogate. In terms of
our description of closed string field theory in terms of Kodaira–Spencer theory, this motivates
us to consider the smallest cochain complex containing those fields thathave nonzero pairing
under the Poisson tensor. This is referred to as minimal Kodaira–Spencer theory.

The fields of minimal Kodaira–Spencer theory are given by the subcomplex of

(67)

˜

à

i`jďd´1

uiPVj,‚pXqr2s, B ` uBΩ

¸

.

We observe that the original odd Poisson tensor lives in this subcomplex. There is a natural
action functional given by restricting IBCOV to this space.

5.2. The SUp4q twist of type IIA supergravity. We recall the description of the SUp4q
twist of type IIA supergravity conjectured in [CL16]. In principal, there is also a minimal,
SUp5q invariant, twist of type IIA supergravity but so far no description, even conjecturally,
exists. We turn to this in §5.6.

Let X be a Calabi–Yau manifold of complex dimension four. The Z{2 graded complex of
fields of minimal Kodaira–Spencer theory on X takes the form

(68)

´ ` ´ `

PV0,‚

PV1,‚ uPV0,‚

PV2,‚ uPV1,‚ u2PV0,‚

PV3,‚ uPV2,‚ u2PV1,‚ u3PV0,‚

uBΩ

uBΩ uBΩ

uBΩ uBΩ uBΩ

.

Denote this complex by EmKSpXq. Here, u`PVk,i is placed in parity k ` i ´ 1 mod 2. The
classical BCOV action IBCOV follows from the general formula we gave above.

With this in hand the conjecture of [CL16] takes the following form.
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Conjecture 5.1. The SUp4q-invariant twist of type IIA supergravity on R2 ˆ C4 is the Z{2-
graded Poisson BV theory with fields

(69) α “
ÿ

n

αnu
n P EmKSpC

4q b Ω‚pR2q.

The classical interaction takes the form

IIIA “

∫

C4ˆR2

α3
0 ` ¨ ¨ ¨

We will need a more detailed description of the classical action. For the moment, let us
introduce some notations for the fields of this IIA model. As always, we leave the internal
Dolbeault degree implicit:

(70) η P PV0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q, µ` uν P PV1,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q ‘ uPV0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q

Π P PV3,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q, σ P PV3,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q.

We will not need an explicit notation for the remaining descendant fields.

With this notation in hand, we have the more precise form of the action appearing in the
conjecture:

(71) IIIA “
1

2
TrC4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
µ2 ^Π` TrC4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
η ^ µ^ σ `

1

2
TrC4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
η ^Π2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨

where the ¨ ¨ ¨ denotes terms involving higher-order descendants.

5.3. Reduction to IIA supergravity. We now turn back to our eleven-dimensional theory.
The first goal is to compare the dimensional reduction of our eleven-dimensional theory on C5ˆR
with the SUp4q invariant twist of type IIA on R2ˆC4. Doing so will require a slight modification
to the description of the SUp4q twist of IIA supergravity recollected in §5.2.

5.3.1. Recall that in the physical theory, the components of the C-field in eleven dimensions that
are not supported along the M-theory circle become the components of the Ramond–Ramond
2-form of type IIA. However, as noted in [CL16] components of Ramond–Ramond fields do not
appear as fields in Kodaira–Spencer theory; rather it is components of their field strengths that
appear. We recalled in §1.4 that components of the C-field become components of γ11d in E.
This suggests that we must modify our description of the twist of type IIA to include potentials
for certain fields.

The fundamental fields of the SUp4q twist of IIA supergravity were given in (69). We modify
the space of fields by introducing potentials for both the Π and σ fields. First, we introduce a
field γ P Ω1,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q (not to be confused, yet, with the γ field in our eleven-dimensional
theory) which satisfies Π_Ω “ Bγ where Ω is the Calabi–Yau form on C4. This condition does
not uniquely fix γ. There is a new linear gauge symmetry determined by γ Ñ γ ` BΩβ where
β is a ghost that we must also introduce. Similarly, we introduce a field θ P Ω0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2q

which satisfies σ _ Ω “ Bθ, there is no extra gauge symmetry present in this condition.7

7Using the Calabi–Yau form we have normalized the potential fields γ, β, θ to be written as differential forms
instead of polyvector fields.
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In diagrammatic detail, the potential theory we are considering has underlying cochain com-
plex of fields

(72)

´ `

PV0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2qη

PV1,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2qµ uPV0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2qν

u´1Ω0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2qβ Ω1,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2qγ

Ω0,‚pC4q b Ω‚pR2qθ

uBΩ

uB

.

The original space of fields of the twist of IIA supergravity on C4 ˆ R2 was equipped with an
odd Poisson bivector which was degenerate. In other words, it did not define a theory in the
conventional BV formalism. One of the key features of this new complex of fields, after we have
taken these potentials, is that it is equipped with an odd nondegenerate pairing, thus equipping
it with the structure of a theory in the conventional BV formalism.

The pairing is Resu
du
u

∫Ω
C4ˆR2 α_α

1 where α, α1 are two general fields in this potential theory
on C4 ˆ R2. Explicitly, in the description of the fields in (78) the pairing is

Ω∫

C4ˆR2

ηθ `

Ω∫

C4ˆR2

µ_ γ `

Ω∫

C4ˆR2

νβ.

This pairing is compatible with the odd Poisson bracket present in the original theory on C4ˆR2.

The type IIA action completely determines the action of this theory with potentials. One
simply takes the (71) and replaces all appearances of Π with BΩγ and all appearances of σ with
BΩθ. This yields the interaction of the potential theory

(73) rIIIA “
1

2

Ω∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ Bγ `

Ω∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
pη ^ µq _ Bθ `

1

2

∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
η ^ Bγ ^ Bγ

Notice that the terms involving higher descendants vanishes since these fields are set to zero in
the potential theory.

5.3.2. We turn to the proof of the main result of this section that the dimensional reduction of
our eleven-dimensional theory agrees with the twist of IIA supergravity just introduced.

We recall the notion of dimensional along a holomorphic direction following [ESW20]. Suppose
that VR is a real vector space and denote by V its complexification. We consider a field theory
defined on M ˆ V , which is holomorphic along V (in particular, this means that the theory is
translation invariant along V ). We consider the dimensional reduction along the projection

(74) M ˆ V ÑM ˆ VR

induced by Re: V Ñ VR. Most relevant for us is the case when V “ C and M is C4ˆR, but the
explicit form of the theory along M is not important at the moment.
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For illustrative purposes, let us first assume that M is a point and that the space of fields is
of the form Ω0,‚pV q bW for W some graded vector space. As properly formulated in [ESW20],
it is shown that the dimensional reduction along V Ñ VR is equivalent to the theory whose fields
are Ω‚pVRq bW . In other words, the dimensional reduction of the holomorphic theory on V is
a topological theory on VR.

If we put M back in, the result is similar. Suppose the original theory is of the form EpMq b
Ω0,‚pV q bW . Then, the dimensional reduction along (74) is the theory whose space of fields is
EpMq b Ω‚pVRq bW .

An explicit model for this reduction can be described as follows. Suppose V – Cn and
place the theory on pCˆqˆn Ă Cn. The dimensional reduction along Cn Ñ Rn agrees with the
compactification of the theory along S1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ S1 where one throws away all nonzero winding
modes around each circle.

Proposition 5.2. The SUp4q invariant twist of type IIA on C4ˆR2 is the dimensional reduction
of the eleven-dimensional theory along

C4 ˆ Cˆ Rt Ñ C4 ˆ Rx ˆ Rt – C4 ˆ R2.

Proof. Let us denote the holomorphic coordinate we are reducing along by z5 “ x` iy. We first
read off the dimensional reduction of each component field of the eleven-dimensional theory. Per
the above discussion, this is obtained by taking all fields to be independent of y and replacing
dz5 by dx. To not confuse the notations of fields in ten and eleven dimensions, we use the
notation α11d to denote an eleven-dimensional field.

The reductions of the eleven-dimensional fields ν11d, β11d are easy to describe. Recall that

ν11d P PV0,‚pC5q b Ω‚pRq.

The reduction of this field is a ten-dimensional ν field

νpzi, x, tq “ ν11dpzi, x, y “ 0, tq|dz5“dx.

Similarly, the reduction of β11d is a ten-dimensional β field

βpzi, x, tq “ β11dpzi, x, y “ 0, tq|dz5“dx.

The reduction of the eleven-dimensional fields µ11d and γ11d require a bit of massaging. We
break the SUp5q symmetry to SUp4q to write

µ11d “ µ0
11d ` θ11dBz5

where

µ0
11d P PV1,‚pC4q b Ω0,‚pCz5q b Ω‚pRtq

θ11d P Ω0,‚pC4q b Ω0,‚pCz5q b Ω‚pRtq.

The dimensional reduction of µ0
11d is a ten-dimensional µ field

µpzi, x, tq “ µ0
11dpzi, x, y “ 0, tq|dz5“dx.

The dimensional reduction of θ11d is a θ field

θpzi, x, tq “ θ11dpzi, x, y “ 0, tq|dz5“dx.

Finally, write the eleven-dimensional field γ11d as

γ11d “ γ0
11d ` η11ddz5
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where

γ0
11d P Ω1,‚pC4q b Ω0,‚pCz5q b Ω‚pRtq

η11d P PV0,‚pC4q b Ω0,‚pCz5q b Ω‚pRtq.

The dimensional reduction of γ0
11d is a ten-dimensional γ field

γpzi, x, tq “ γ0
11dpzi, x, y “ 0, tq|dz5“dx.

The dimensional reduction of η11d is an η field

ηpzi, x, tq “ η11dpzi, x, y “ 0, tq|dz5“dx.

Next, we read off the dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional action. Let us first
focus on the term present in BF theory which is

∫Ω 1
1´ν11d

µ2
11d _ Bγ11d. Upon reduction, this

becomes

(75)

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ Bγ `

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
pθ ^ µq _ Bη

Next, consider the cubic term in the eleven-dimensional action J “ 1
6

∫
γ11d ^ Bγ11d ^ Bγ11d.

Upon reduction, this becomes

(76)
∫

C4ˆR2

η ^ Bγ ^ Bγ.

The sum of the action functionals (75) and (76) does not precisely agree with the IIA action
rIIIA. To relate the two actions we must make the following field redefinition:

rθ “
1

1´ ν
θ, rη “ p1´ νqη, rβ “ β `

1

1´ ν
η ^ θ.

Notice that this change of coordinates is compatible with the odd symplectic pairing on the
fields. Under this field redefinition the total dimensionally reduced action can be written as

(77)

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ Bγ `

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
rη ^ Bγ ^ Bγ `

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

prθ ^ µq _ B

ˆ

1

1´ ν
rη

˙

`

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

1

1´ ν
prη ^ rθqBΩµ.

The first line comes from plugging in the new fields into the interactions (75) and (76). The
second line comes from plugging in the new fields into the kinetic term

∫
βBΩµ, which because

of the non-linear change of coordinates now contributes to the interaction. We observe that the
first two terms agree with the first and third terms in (73).

After integrating by parts, the remaining terms can be written as

´

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

ˆ

1

1´ ν
rη

˙

BΩp
rθµq `

ΩC4∫

C4ˆR2

ˆ

1

1´ ν
rη

˙

rθBΩµ.

Applying the identity BΩp
rθµq “ rθBΩµ`Bprθq_µ, we see that this agrees exactly with the second

term in (73). �
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5.4. The twist of type I supergravity. We now turn to a different type of redution of the
eleven-dimensional theory, this time involving type I supergravity. We begin by briefly recalling
the description of type I supergravity following [CL20] which was motivated by the unoriented
B-model. In [SW21], the second two authors verified the conjectural description of the space
of fields recalled below using the pure spinor formalism. Unlike type IIA supergravity, there
only exists an SUp5q invariant twist of type I supergravity and it is holomorphic in the maximal
number of dimensions.

Concretely, the space of fields of the SUp5q twist of type I supergravity is a subspace of
minimal Kodaira–Spencer theory on C5. The Z{2 graded space of fields equipped with its linear
BRST operator is

(78)

´ ` ´ `

PV1,‚pC5q uPV0,‚pC5q

PV3,‚pC5q uPV2,‚pC5q u2PV1,‚pC5q u3PV0,‚pC5q

uBΩ

uBΩ uBΩ uBΩ

.

Let us give a description of the classical action. Introduce notations for the fields of this type
I model:

(79) µ` uν P PV1,‚pC5q ‘ uPV0,‚pC5q, σ P PV3,‚pC5q.

We will not need an explicit notation for the remaining descendant fields.

Conjecture 5.3. The twist of type I supergravity on C5 is the Z{2-graded theory with fields
µ` uν, σ as above and with classical action

(80) Itype I “ TrC5

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ σ ` ¨ ¨ ¨

where the ¨ ¨ ¨ stands for terms involving the higher descendant fields.

5.4.1. Like in the type IIA discussion, there is a slight modification of the type I model above
which is most directly related to eleven-dimensional supergravity.

This modification involves replacing the field σ above by a potential rγ P Ω1,‚pC5q which
satisfies Ω _ σ “ Brγ. This condition does not fix rγ uniquely, there is a gauge symmetry of the
form rγ Ñ rγ ` Brβ.

In detail, this potential theory we are considering has underlying cochain complex of fields

(81)

´ ` ´

PV1,‚pC5qµ PV0,‚pC5qν

Ω0,‚pC5q
rβ

Ω1,‚pC5q
rγ .

BΩ

B

This space of fields is equipped with an odd nondegenerate pairing. Like the eleven-dimensional
theory, it is a classical BV theory in the Z{2-graded sense.

The type I action (80) completely determines the action of this theory with potentials. One
simply takes the action and replaces all appearances of σ with Ω´1 _ Brγ. This yields the
interaction of the potential theory

(82) rItype I “
1

2

Ω∫

C5

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ Brγ.
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Notice that the terms involving higher descendants vanishes since these fields are set to zero in
the potential theory.

5.5. Slab compactification. We consider placing twisted eleven-dimensional supergravity on
the manifold C5ˆr0, 1s. In order to do this, we must choose appropriate boundary conditions at
t “ 0 and t “ 1. Our eleven-dimensional theory on such manifolds fits nicely into the formalism
of [BY16; Rab21] in that it is topological in the direction transverse to the boundary.

The phase space of the theory at t “ 0 or t “ 1 is

(83)

´ `

PV1,‚pC5qµ PV0,‚pC5qν

Ω0,‚pC5qβ Ω1,‚pC5qγ .

BΩ

B

The wedge an integrate pairing between the top and bottom lines induces an even symplectic
structure on the phase space. Denote this phase space by EB for the moment.

The phase space is equipped with the restriction of the linear BRST operator of the full eleven-
dimensional theory. There is also a non linear BRST operator, just like in the bulk theory. The
BV action induces a L8 structure on the parity shift ΠEB whose cohomology is still a trivial
central extension of Ep5, 10q.

A boundary condition is given by a Lagrangian subspace of EB with respect to this even
symplectic structure. To make sense of the theory on C5ˆr0, 1s we must make the choice of two
separate boundary conditions

Mt“0,Mt“1 Ă EB.

Moreover, these boundary conditions carry non linear BRST operators endowing their parity
shifts ΠMt“0,ΠMt“1 with the structures of L8 algebras. These L8 structures must be com-
patible with the one on the phase space. In fact, in our context these boundary conditions are
abstractly isomorphic. We will explain the explicit boundary conditions momentarily.

An important thing to note is that the fields of the theory compactified on the slab is computed
by the derived intersection of the two Lagrangians:

Mt“0

L
ˆ
EB

Mt“1.

To compute this derived intersection we must suitably resolve the boundary conditions.

5.5.1. At t “ 0, the boundary condition of the eleven-dimensional theory is determined by
declaring

Mt“0 : γ|t“0 “ β|t“0 “ 0.

We will place the theory on C5 ˆ r0, 1s by imposing the same boundary condition at t “ 1:

Mt“1 : γ|t“1 “ β|t“1 “ 0.

Proposition 5.4. With these boundary conditions for the classical eleven-dimensional theory
on C5 ˆ r0, 1s, the dimensional reduction along

C5 ˆ r0, 1s Ñ C5

is equivalent to the twist of type I supergravity on C5.
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Proof. Notice that both Mt“0 and Mt“0 are abstractly isomorphic to the complex resolving
divergence-free vector fields

(84)
´ `

PV1,‚pC5qµ PV0,‚pC5qν .
BΩ

To compute the derived intersection between the two Lagrangians at t “ 0 and t “ 1 we
replace the Lagrangian morphism Mt“0 ãÑ EB. Consider the cochain complex rMt“0 defined by

(85)

´ ` ´

PV1,‚pC5qµ PV0,‚pC5qν

Ω0,‚pC5qβ Ω1,‚pC5qγ

Ω0,‚pC5q
rβ

Ω1,‚pC5q
rγ .

BΩ

1

B

1

B

Notice that as a graded vector space, this complex is of the form EB ‘ pΩ
0,‚ ‘ ΠΩ1,‚q. The L8

structure on Π rMt“0 extends the one on EB coming from the bulk BV action. Notice that the
obvious embedding Mt“0 ãÑ rMt“0 is a quasi-isomorphism.

The projection map rMt“0 � EB factors the original Lagrangian inclusion as

Mt“0 ãÑ rMt“0 � EB.

To compute the derived intersection of Mt“0 and Mt“1 we can compute the ordinary intersection
of rMt“0 and Mt“1.

Let µt“1 and νt“1 denote the fields present in the other boundary condition Mt“1. The
intersection rMt“0ˆEBMt“1 is computed by setting the fields β, γ to zero and µ “ µt“1, ν “ νt“1.
Thus, we are left with

(86)

´ ` ´

PV1,‚pC5qµ PV0,‚pC5qν

Ω0,‚pC5q
rβ

Ω1,‚pC5q
rγ

BΩ

B

This is precisely the underlying cochain complex of fields for the type I model with potentials.
The odd nondegenerate pairing on this complex agrees with the one on this particular potential
theory for the twist of type I supergravity. The L8 structure on the parity shift of this complex
is compatible with the one induced from the BV action in (82). �

5.6. The SUp5q twist of type IIA supergravity. Thus, given that our eleven-dimensional
theory correctly describes the SUp5q-invariant twist of supergravity on C5 ˆ R, to obtain the
SUp5q twist of type IIA supergravity we should reduce along the topological R direction. This
results in a SUp5q invariant, holomorphic, theory on C5.

Let us briefly spell out the fields present in this dimensional reduction. The reduction is
obtained by replacing Ω‚pRq with its translation invariant subalgebra Crεs “ Crdts. Here, ε is an
odd parameter playing the role of the translation invariant one-form dt P Ω1pRq. Equivalently,
we are compactifying the theory along

C5 ˆ S1 Ñ C5.

The field µ11d is replaced by the field

µ` εµ1 P ΠPV1,‚pC5qrεs.
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Notice that the lowest component of µ is odd (just like µ11dq, but the lowest component of µ1 is
now even. Completely similarly, the remaining fields reduce as ν ` εν 1, γ ` εγ1, and β ` εβ1.

In summary, the linear complex of fields of the dimensionally reduced theory on C5 is

(87)

odd even even odd

PV1,‚pC5qµ PV0,‚pC5qν

εΩ0,‚pC5qβ1 εΩ1,‚pC5qγ1 .

εPV1,‚pC5qµ1 εPV0,‚pC5qν1

Ω0,‚pC5qβ Ω1,‚pC5qγ .

B

BΩ

BΩ

BΩ

We can compute the dimensional reduction of the eleven-dimensional action SBF,8 ` J in a
similar way to how we have done in the past few sections. We arrive at the action functional
described below.

Conjecture 5.5. The SUp5q twist of type IIA supergravity on C5 is equivalent to the theory
whose linear BRST complex of fields is displayed in (87). The full action functional is

(88)
Ω∫

C5

ˆ

β1 ^ Bν ` β ^ Bν 1 ` γ1 ^ Bµ` γ ^ Bµ1 ` β1 ^ BΩµ` β ^ BΩµ
1

˙

`

Ω∫

C5

ˆ

1

2

1

1´ ν
µ2 _ Bγ1 `

1

1´ ν
pµ^ µ1q _ Bγ1 `

1

2

ν 1

p1´ νq2
µ2 _ Bγ

˙

`
1

2

∫

C5

γ1 ^ Bγ ^ Bγ.

The first two lines in (88) arise from the reduction of the BF action SBF,8. The final line
arises from the reduction of J “ 1

6

∫
γ11dBγ11dBγ11d.

5.6.1. The slab compactification of the previous section was one way to implement the S1{Z{2
reduction of the eleven-dimensional theory. We offer another point of view of this S1{Z{2
reduction.

First off, there is the following Z{2 action on the eleven-dimensional theory on C5ˆS1 before
compactifying. We obtain it by the following tensor product of Z{2 actions. First, Z{2 acts on
Ω‚pS1q by orientation reversing diffeomorphisms. Second, we declare that the eigenvalue of the
Z{2 action on PVk,‚pC5q, for k “ 0, 1 is `1 and the eigenvalue of the Z{2 action on Ωk,‚pC5q for
k “ 0, 1 is ´1. This determines a Z{2 action on the full space of fields of the eleven-dimensional
theory.

Upon S1 compactification the Z{2 action is easy to describe: µ, ν both have eigenvalue `1,
µ1, ν1 both have eigenvalue ´1, γ, β both have eigenvalue ´1, and γ1, β1 both have eigenvalue
`1. In particular, we see that the Z{2 fixed points simply pick out the µ, ν, γ1, β1 fields; this
comprises the first two lines of (87).

The fields match precisely with the fields in the twist of type I supergravity that we recalled
in §5.4.1 (Under the relabeling γ1 Ø rγ, β1 Ø rβ). Furthermore, restricting the action in the above
conjecture agrees precisely with the action of this twisted type I model.
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5.7. Compactification along a CY3. In the first section we saw that the eleven-dimensional
theory can be defined on any manifold that is a product of a Calabi–Yau five-fold with a smooth
oriented one-manifold. In this section, we investigate an important compactification of the
eleven-dimensional theory which involves the Calabi–Yau manifold X ˆC2 where X is a simply
connected compact Calabi–Yau three-fold.

The compactification of the theory along the three-fold X

X ˆ C2 ˆ R Ñ C2 ˆ R

yields an effective five-dimensional theory which is holomorphic along C2 and topological along
R. Upon compactification, we will find a match with a description of the twist of five-dimensional
minimally supersymmetric supergravity.

Proposition 5.6. The compactification of the eleven-dimensional theory along a Calabi–Yau
three-fold X is equivalent to the twist of five-dimensional N “ 1 supergravity with h1,1pXq ´ 1
vector multiplets and h1,2pXq ` 1 hypermultiplets.

5.7.1. We give a conjectural capitulation of the twist of five-dimensional N “ 1 supergravity.
Before twisting, a general five-dimensional N “ 1 supergravity contains a gravity multiplet cou-
pled to some number of vector and hypermultiplets. The twist of the vector and hypermultiplet
has been computed in [ESW20], and we recall it below. The twist of the gravity multiplet is less
clear. A thorough computation of the twist has yet to appear, though some checks have been
established by Elliott and the last author in [EW21]. We give a description of the twist now,
but leave a detailed computation from first principles to future work.

The gravity multiplet, see [Cad+95] for instance, consists of a graviton e, a gravitino ψ, and
a one-form gauge field Agrav. After twisting, the graviton and components of the gravitino
decompose into two Dolbeault-de Rham valued fields

α, η P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq,

whose lowest components both carry odd parity. The one-form gauge field Agrav and the re-
maining components of the gravitino decompose into two more Dolbeault-de Rham valued fields

Agrav, Bgrav P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq,

whose lowest components also both carry odd parity.

Conjecture 5.7. The twist of five-dimensional supergravity (with nonzero Chern–Simons term)
with vector multiplets valued in a Lie algebra g and hypermultiplets valued in a representation V
has BV fields

‚ α,Agrav P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq with conjugate BV fields η,Bgrav,
‚ A P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq b g with conjugate BV field B,
‚ χ P Ω0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq b V with conjugate BV field ψ.

The action is

(89)
Ω∫

C2ˆR

`

ηBα`BgravBAgrav `BBA` ψBχ
˘

`

Ω∫

C2ˆR

ˆ

1

2
ηtα, αu `Bgravtα,Agravu `Btα,Au ` ψtα, χu

˙

`
1

6

∫

C2ˆR

BgravBBgravBBgrav.
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5.7.2. With this description of the twist of five-dimensional supergravity, we turn to the proof
of Proposition 5.6.

First, we set up some notation. Let ΩX be the holomorphic volume form on X. To define the
eleven-dimensional theory on X ˆ C2 ˆ R we use the Calabi–Yau form ΩX ^ dz1 ^ dz2, where
tziu is a holomorphic coordinate on C2. Let ω P Ω1,1pXq be a fixed Kähler form on X. For any
k, let HkpX,Ωk

XqK denote the cohomology of the primitive elements.

Proof. Consider the eleven-dimensional field ν11d. Under the equivalence

PV0,‚pX ˆ C2q b Ω‚pRq » H‚pX,Oq b PV0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

“ PV0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq ‘ΠΩXPV0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

the ν11d field decomposes as
ν11d “ ν ` ΩXrν.

Here ΩX is the complex conjugate to the holomorphic volume form on X. Notice that the zero
form component of rν is a field with even parity.

Next, consider the eleven-dimensional field µ11d. Under the equivalence

ΠPV1,‚pX ˆ C2q b Ω‚pRq » ΠH‚pX,Oq b PV1,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

‘ΠH‚pX,TXq b PV0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

“ ΠPV1,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq ‘ ΩXPV1,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

‘H1pX,TXq b PV0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq ‘ΠH2pX,TXq b PV0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

the field µ11d decomposes as

µ11d “ µ` ΩXrµ

` eiχi ` f
aAa ` pΩ

´1
X _ ω2qAgrav.

Here, teiui“1,...,h2,1 is a basis for H1pX,TXq and tfaua“1,...,h1,1´1 is a basis for

H2pX,Ω2
XqK Ă H2pX,Ω2

Xq – H2pX,TXq.

Notice that the zero form part of rµ is an even field, the zero form part of χi is an even field, the
zero form part of Aa is an odd field, and the zero form part of µω is an odd field.

The decomposition for the eleven-dimensional fields γ11d and β11d is similar. We record it
here:

β11d “ β ` ΩX
rβ

γ11d “ γ ` ΩXrγ ` eiψ
i ` faB

a ` ω ^Bgrav.

Here, teiui“1,...,h2,1 is a basis for H2pX,Ω1
Xq dual to the basis teiu under the Serre pairing. Also,

tfaua“1,...,h1,1´1 is a basis for H1pX,Ω1
XqK dual to the basis tfau.

To compare most directly to the description of the twist of five-dimensionalN “ 1 supergravity
we modestly modify the fields. Let B be the holomorphic de Rham differential along C2. First,
we introduce a potential for the fields µ and rµ. Let

α, χ P Ω0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq

be differential forms satisfying Bα “ µ_ ΩC2 and Bχ “ rµ_ ΩC2 . The fields ν, rν are set to zero.
Dually, we replace the fields γ, rγ their ‘field strengths’, suitably renormalized with respect to
the volume form

η “ pd2zq´1 _ Brγ, ψ “ pd2zq´1 _ Bγ P Ω0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq.

The roles of β, rβ were as gauge symmetries implementing γ Ñ γ`Bβ and rγ Ñ rγ`Brβ. Since we
are replacing γ, rγ by their images under the operator B, these gauge symmetries are set to zero.
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In summary, we are left with the following fields

α,Agrav P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq, η, Bgrav P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq
χ, χi P Ω0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq, ψ, ψi P Ω0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq, i “ 1, . . . , h2,1

Aa P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq, Ba P ΠΩ0,‚pC2q b Ω‚pRq, a “ 1, . . . , h1,1 ´ 1.

Let us plug these fields in to the eleven-dimensional action. First, consider the BF term
1
2

∫Ω 1
1´ν11d

µ2
11dγ11d. With the field redefinitions above, this decomposes as

(90)
Ω∫

C2ˆR

ˆ

1

2
Bα^ Bα^ η ` BAgrav ^ BAgrav ^Bgrav

˙

`

Ω∫

C2ˆR

`

Bα^ Bχ^ ψ ` Bα^ Bχi ^ ψ
i ` Bα^ BAa ^B

a
˘

.

This term agrees with the second line in the five-dimensional action (89).

Finally, consider the term in the eleven-dimensional action Jpγ11dq “
1
6

∫
γ11d^Bγ11d^Bγ11d.

This induces the five-dimensional Chern–Simons term

(91)
1

6

∫

C2ˆR

BgravBBgravBBgrav.

This completes the proof. �

5.7.3. In §2.1 we computed the global symmetry algebra of the eleven-dimensional theory on
C5 ˆ R and found a close relationship to the exceptional super Lie algebra Ep5, 10q. In this
section we deduce the form of the global symmetry algebra of the five-dimensional compactified
theory on C2 ˆ R.

Consider the full de Rham cohomology of X by

H‚pX,Ω‚q “ ‘i,jH
ipX,Ωj

Xq.

This is a graded commutative algebra using the wedge product of differential forms. Next,
consider the space of holomorphic functions OpC2q on C2. The Poisson bracket t´,´, u associated
to the standard holomorphic symplectic structure on C2 endows OpC2q with the structure of a
Lie algebra. In particular, we can tensor OpC2q with H‚pX,Ω‚q to obtain the structure of a
graded Lie algebra on

H‚pX,Ω‚q b OpC2q.

Let rωs P H1pX,Ω1
Xq be the class of the Kähler form on X.

The global symmetry algebra of the compactified theory along the Calabi–Yau three-fold X is
equivalent to a deformation of this graded Lie algebra. The deformation introduces the following
Lie bracket

“

rωs b f, rωs b g
‰

“ rω2s b tf, gu P H2,2pX,Ω2q b OpC2q.

6. Twisted supergravity on AdS space

So far, we have mostly given evidence for the eleven-dimensional theory as a twist of super-
gravity in a flat background. We now turn to twisted versions of AdS backgrounds of eleven-
dimensional supergravity.
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In M-theory, AdS backgrounds arise from backreacting some number N of branes. For M2
branes, the backreacted geometry is AdS4 ˆ S7. For the M5 branes, the backreacted geometry
is AdS7 ˆ S

4.

According to the AdS/CFT correspondence, supergravity on such backgrounds should be dual
to the relevant worldvolume theory in the large-N limit. In this section, we do not directly refer
to the worldvolume theories on the holomorphic twists of the M2 and M5 branes. Rather, we
identify the fields sourcing the branes at the level of the twisted eleven-dimensional theory. In
turn, we give a proposal for the twisted AdS background. We will show that the twist of the
superconformal algebra is a global symmetry of this twisted background.

6.1. Superconformal algebras. The complex form of the algebra of isometries for supergravity
in both the AdS4 and AdS7 backgrounds is ospp8|2q (though, their real forms differ). This
agrees with the complex form of the 6d N “ p2, 0q superconformal algebra and the 3d N “ 8
superconformal algebra. The bosonic part of this algebra is isomorphic to sop8q ‘ spp2q –
sop8q ‘ sop5q.

The minimal supercharge Q acting on eleven-dimensional supersymmetry algebra is an el-
ement of this superconformal algebra. Its Q-cohomology is isomorphic to ospp6|1q. (Twisted
superconformal symmetry in six dimensions is studied in detail by the second two authors
in [SW22].) This super Lie algebra will play the role of the isometries in the twisted AdS
background.

6.2. The AdS4 ˆ S7 background. In this section we introduce the analog of the AdS4 ˆ S7

background in our conjectural description of the minimal twist of eleven-dimensional supergrav-
ity.

6.2.1. Decompose the eleven-dimensional manifold C5 ˆ R as

C4
w ˆ Cz ˆ R.

Analogous to before, the AdS4ˆS
7 background arises from backreacting M2 branes. Consider

a stack of N M2 branes wrapping Rˆ Cz. A natural interaction to consider is

IM2pγq “ N

∫
Cz

γ ` ¨ ¨ ¨

which is nonzero only on the component of γ in Ω1pRqbΩ1,1pC5q. Unlike the case of M5 branes,
the coupling does not involve choosing a primitive for a field strength—it is an electric coupling.
We have only indicated the lowest order coupling, the ¨ ¨ ¨ indicate higher-order couplings which
will be higher order in the fields of the eleven-dimensional theory and explicitly involve the fields
in the worldvolume theory.

This coupling is justified by comparison with the physical theory and by dimensional reduc-
tion. Indeed, as discussed in §1.4, the component of γ which participates in the above coupling
is a component of the C-field of eleven dimensional supergravity. Thus, the proposal mirrors
electric couplings of M2 branes in the physical theory, which simply involves integrating the
C-field over the worldvolume of the brane.

Moreover, reducing on a circle transverse to the M2 brane yields the SUp4q twist of type IIA
supergravity on R2 ˆ Cz ˆ C3 with N D2 branes wrapping R ˆ Cz. As is shown in [CL16], an
electric coupling of D2 branes to the SUp4q twist of type IIA supergravity is given by

ID2pγq “ N

∫
RˆCz

γ ` ¨ ¨ ¨
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where γ now denotes the 1-form field of the SUp4q twist of type IIA supergravity. It is immediate
that the pullback of IM2 along the map in the proof of proposition 5.2 recovers ID2.

6.2.2. The backreacted geometry will be given by a solution to the equations of motion upon
deforming the eleven-dimensional action by the interaction IM2pγq. Varying the deformed action
with respect to γ, we obtain the equation of motion

(92) Bµ`
1

2
rµ, µs ` BγBγ “ NΩ´1δw“0.

Here r´,´s is the Schouten bracket. Varying β, we obtain the equation of motion

(93) BΩµ “ 0.

Lemma 6.1. Let

FM2 “
6

p2πiq4

ř4
a“1wadw1 ¨ ¨ ¨ydwa ¨ ¨ ¨ dw4

}w}8
Bz.

Then the background where µ “ NFM2 and γ “ 0 satisfies the above equations of motion in the
presence of a stack of N M2 branes:

BpNFM2q `
1

2
rNFM2, NFM2s “ NΩ´1δw“0

BΩpNFM2q “ 0.

Here we set all components of the field γ equal to zero (as well as the fields ν, β).

Proof. Upon specializing γ “ 0, the last term in the first equation above vanishes. The equation
BFM2 “ Ω´1δw“0 characterizes the Bochner–Martinelli kernel representing the residue class on
C4 z 0. It is clear that BΩFM2 “ 0 and

rFM2, FM2s “ 0

by simple type reasons. �

6.2.3. To provide evidence for the claim that this is the twisted analog of the AdS geometry,
we will show that the twist of the symmetries present in the physical theory are witnessed in
the twisted theory in this background.

We have recalled that the Q-cohomology of ospp8|2q is isomorphic to the super Lie algebra
ospp6|1q. We will define an embedding of ospp6|1q into the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ

Rztw “ 0u which corresponds to the twist of the 3d superconformal algebra. We first focus on
the case where the flux N “ 0, for which the embedding can be extended to all of C5 ˆ R.

6.2.4. The bosonic part of ospp6|1q is the direct sum Lie algebra slp4q ‘ slp2q. The Lie algebra
slp2q represents (holomorphic) conformal transformations in Cz, which are inherited from the
natural Möbius group action on P 1pCq; the vector fields representing these transformations are
not all divergence-free, and as such must be slightly adjusted. The Lie algebra slp4q represents
rotations along the plane C4

w.

‚ The bosonic summand slp2q is mapped to the vector fields:

B

Bz
, z

B

Bz
´

1

4

4
ÿ

a“1

wa
B

Bwa
, z

˜

z
B

Bz
´

1

2

4
ÿ

a“1

wa
B

Bwa

¸

P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq.

Notice that these vector fields are divergence-free and reduce to the usual holomorphic con-
formal transformations along w “ 0.
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‚ The bosonic summand slp4q is mapped to four-dimensional rotations:

4
ÿ

a,b“1

Babwa
B

Bwb
P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, pBabq P slp4q.

The odd part of the algebra ospp6|1q is ^4W b R where W is the fundamental slp4q repre-
sentation and R is the fundamental slp2q representation. It is natural to split R “ C`1 ‘ C´1,
so that the odd part decomposes as

p^2C4q`1 ‘ p^
2C4q´1.

‚ The fermionic summand p^2C4q`1 consists of the supertranslations. It is mapped to the
fields:

1

2
pwadwb ´ wbdwaq P Ω1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, a, b “ 1, 2, 3, 4.

‚ The fermionic summand p^2C4q´1 consists of the remaining superconformal transformations.
It is mapped to the fields:

1

2
zpwadwb ´ wbdwaq P Ω1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, a, b “ 1, 2, 3, 4.

Lemma 6.2. These assignments define an embedding of ospp6|1q into the linearized BRST
cohomology of the fields of the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R. Equivalently, it defines an
embedding

iM2 : ospp6|1q ãÑ Ep5, 10q.

Proof. The second assertion follows from Theorem 2.1, which shows that, as a super Lie algebra,
the linearized BRST cohomology of the global symmetry algebra of the eleven-dimensional theory
on C5 ˆ R is the trivial central extension of Ep5, 10q. Recall that the odd part of Ep5, 10q is
precisely the module of closed two-forms on C5. To explicitly describe the embedding into
Ep5, 10q we simply apply the de Rham differential to the last two formulas above. Recall, we are
using the holomorphic coordinates pz, w1, . . . , w4q on C5 where z is the holomorphic coordinate
along the M2 brane.

‚ The fermionic summand p^2C4q`1 embeds into closed two-forms as

dwa ^ dwb, a, b “ 1, 2, 3, 4.

‚ The fermionic summand p^2C4q´1 embeds into closed two-forms as

zdwa ^ dwb `
1

2
dz ^ pwadwb ´ wbdwaq, a, b “ 1, 2, 3, 4.

�

6.2.5. Next, we turn on N ‰ 0 units of nontrivial flux. Since not all of the fields we wrote
down above commute with the flux NFM2, they are not compatible with the total differential
δp1q ` rNFM2,´s acting on the fields supported on C5 ˆ Rztw “ 0u. Nevertheless, we have the
following.

Proposition 6.3. There exist N -dependent corrections to the fields defining the embedding of
ospp6|1q summarized above which are closed for the modified BRST differential δp1q`rNFM2,´s.
Furthermore, these order N corrections define an embedding of ospp6|1q inside the cohomology
of the fields of eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ RzCˆ R with respect to the differential δp1q `
rNFM2,´s.
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Proof. Let LpC5ˆRztw “ 0uq denote the super L8 algebra obtained by parity shifting the fields
of the eleven-dimensional theory. We make the identification

pC5 ˆ Rqztw “ 0u – pC4
wz0q ˆ Cz ˆ R.

Set F “ FM2 for notational convenience. Recall that we are viewing F as an element of
PV1,3pC4

wz0q b Ω0,0pCzq b Ω0pRq. The operator rF,´s acts on the fields according to two types
of maps:

rF,´s : PVi,‚pC4
wz0q b PVj,‚pCzq b Ω‚pRq Ñ PVi,‚`3pC4

wz0q b PVj,‚pCzq b Ω‚pRq

rF,´s : Ωi,‚pC4
wz0q b Ωj,‚pCzq b Ω‚pRq Ñ Ωi,‚`3pC4

wz0q b Ωj,‚pCzq b Ω‚pRq.

The first page of the spectral sequence is the cohomology with respect to the original linearized
BRST differential δp1q. Recall that the linearized BRST differential decomposes as

δp1q “ B ` dR ` BΩ|µÑν ` B|βÑγ .

To compute this page, we use an auxiliary spectral sequence which simply filters by the holo-
morphic form and polyvector field type. This first page of this auxiliary spectral sequence is
simply given by the cohomology with respect to B ` dR. This cohomology is given by

(94)

` ´

H‚pC4z0,Tq bH‚pC,Oq H‚pC4z0,Oq bH‚pC,Oq

H‚pC4z0,Oq bH‚pC,Tq

H‚pC4z0,Oq bH‚pC,Oq H‚pC4z0,Oq bH‚pC,Ω1q

H‚pC4z0,Ω1q bH‚pC,Oq

where T denotes the holomorphic tangent sheaf, Ω1 denotes the sheaf of holomorphic one-forms,
and O is the sheaf of holomorphic functions.

The cohomology of C is concentrated in degree zero and there is a dense embedding

Crzs ãÑ H‚pC,Fq

for F “ O,T, or Ω1.

For F “ O,T, or Ω1, the cohomology H‚pC4z0,Fq is concentrated in degrees 0 and 3. There
are the following dense embeddings

Crw1, . . . , w4s ãÑ H0pC4z0,Oq

Crw1, . . . , w4stBwiu ãÑ H0pC4z0,Tq

Crw1, . . . , w4stdwiu ãÑ H0pC4z0,Ω1q

and

pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨w4q
´1Crw´1

1 , . . . , w´1
4 s ãÑ H3pC4z0,Oq

pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨w4q
´1Crw´1

1 , . . . , w´1
4 stBwiu ãÑ H3pC4z0,Tq

pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨w4q
´1Crw´1

1 , . . . , w´1
4 stdwiu ãÑ H3pC4z0,Ω1q.

It follows that (up to completion) the cohomology

H‚pLpC5 ˆ Rztw “ 0uq, Bq
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is the direct sum of H‚pLpC5 ˆ Rq, Bq with

(95)

´ `

H3pC4z0,OqrzstBwiu H3pC4z0,Oqrzs

H3pC4z0,OqrzsBz

H3pC4z0,Oqrzs H3pC4z0,Oqrzsdz

H3pC4z0,Ω1qrzstdwiu.

BΩ

BΩ

B

B

The remaining piece of the original BRST operator is drawn in dotted lines. The first page of
the spectral sequence converging to the cohomology with respect to δp1q ` rNF,´s is given by
the cohomology of the global symmetry algebra on C5ˆR, which we computed in §2.1, plus the
cohomology of the above complex with respect to the dotted-line operators. In this description,
the image of the flux F at this page in the spectral sequence corresponds to the class

rF s “ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨w4q
´1Bz P H

3pC4z0,OqrzsBz.

The next page of the spectral sequence is given by computing the cohomology with respect
to the operator rNF,´s. As observed above, this operator maps Dolbeault degree zero elements
to Dolbeault degree three elements. For degree reasons, there are no further differentials and
the spectral sequence collapses after the second page.

The embedding of ospp6|1q we wrote down in lemma 6.2 lands in the kernel of the original
BRST operator δp1q. To see that it this embedding can be lifted to the full cohomology we need
to check that any element in the image of the original embedding is annihilated by

“

N rF s,´
‰

.
This is a direct calculation. For instance, recall that an element in the image of the odd
summand p^2C2q´1 (which corresponds to a superconformal transformation) is of the form
zwa ^ dwb “ zpwadwb ´ wbdwaq. We have

“

rF s, zpwadwb ´ wbdwaq
‰

“ pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨w4q
´1pwadwb ´ wbdwaq “ 0

since the class pw1 ¨ ¨ ¨w4q
´1 is in the kernel of the operator given by multiplication by wa for

any a “ 1, . . . 4. �

6.3. The AdS7 ˆ S4 background. In this section we introduce the analog of the AdS7 ˆ S4

background in our description of the minimal twist of eleven-dimensional supergravity. Decom-
pose the eleven dimensional spacetime as C3

z ˆ C2
w ˆ R.

6.3.1. Analogous to the physical theory, the AdS7 ˆ S4 background in the holomorphic twist
will arise by backreacting M5 branes. To this effect, we begin by discussing how the eleven-
dimensional theory couples to M5 branes. Consider a stack of N M5 branes wrapping

tw1 “ w2 “ t “ 0u Ă C3
z ˆ C2

w ˆ R.

It is natural to consider the nonlocal interaction

IM5 “ N

∫

C3
z

B
´1
Ω µ_ Ω` ¨ ¨ ¨

Note that this expression is only nonzero on the component of µ in PV1,3. We argue that
this coupling is consistent with expectations from the physical theory and from dimensional
reduction.

The twisted field µ1,3 is a component of the Hodge star of the G-flux in the physical theory
(§1.4). In the physical theory, M5 branes magnetically couple to the C-field; the coupling
involves choosing a primitive for the Hodge star of the G-flux and integrating it over the M5
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worldvolume. Our twist contains no fields corresponding to components of such a primitive;
hence such a magnetic coupling is reflected in the appearance of B´1

Ω .

6.3.2. We obtain a deeper justification for this coupling through dimensional reduction to type
IIA supergravity. Reducing on the circle along the directions the M5 branes wrap yields the
SUp4q invariant twist of type IIA supergravity on C4 ˆ R2 with N D4 branes wrapping C2 ˆ R.

In [CL16], it is shown that the magnetic coupling of D4 branes to the SUp4q twist of IIA is
of the form

N

∫

C2ˆR

B
´1
Ω µ_ ΩC4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ .

Again, we have only explicitly indicated the first-order piece of the coupling.

6.3.3. The backreacted geometry will be given by a solution to the equations of motion upon
deforming the eleven-dimensional action by the interaction IM5pµq.

Varying the potential B´1
Ω µ, we obtain the following equation of motion involving the field γ:

(96) BBγ ` BΩ

ˆ

1

1´ ν
µ

˙

^ Bγ “ Nδw1“w2“t“0.

Notice that there is an extra derivative compared to the equation of motion arising from varying
the field µ. This equation only depends on γ through its field strength Bγ.

Varying γ we obtain the equation of motion

(97) pB ` dRqµ` BγBγ “ 0.

Again, this only depends on γ through its field strength Bγ.

Lemma 6.4. Let

FM5 “
1

p2πiq3
w1dw2 ^ dt´ w2dw1 ^ dt` tdw1 ^ dw2

p}w}2 ` t2q5{2
^ dw1 ^ dw2

Then, Bγ “ NFM5, µ “ 0, and ν “ 0 satisfies the equations of motion in the presence of a stack
of N M5 branes sourced by the term Nδw1“w2“t“0:

BpNFM5q ` dRpNFM5q “ Nδw1“w2“t“0

pNFM5q ^ pNFM5q “ 0.

Here, we set all components of the field µ equal to zero (as well as the fields ν, β).

Proof. The first equation,
BF ` dRF “ Nδw1“w2“t“0,

characterizes the kernel representing N times the residue class for a four-sphere in

pC2 ˆ Rqz0 » S4 ˆ R.

That is ∮

S4

NF “ N

for any four-sphere centered at 0 P C2 ˆ R.

The second equation F ^ F “ 0 follows by simple type reasons. �
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6.3.4. To provide evidence for the claim that this is the twisted analog of the AdS geometry,
we will again show that the twist of the symmetries present in the physical theory on AdS7ˆS

4

appear in the twisted theory on this background.

We have recalled that the Q-cohomology of ospp8|2q is isomorphic to the super Lie algebra
ospp6|1q. We will define an embedding of ospp6|1q into the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ

Rztw1 “ w2 “ t “ 0u which corresponds to the twist of the 6d superconformal algebra.

We first focus on the case where the flux N “ 0. In this case the embedding can be extended
to all of C5 ˆ R.

Recall that we have chosen coordinates of the form

C5 ˆ R “ C3
z ˆ C2

w ˆ Rt

with zi, i “ 1, 2, 3 and wa, a “ 1, 2. The stack of M5 branes wrap w1 “ w2 “ t “ 0.

The embedding of the bosonic piece of ospp6|1q can be described as follows. Recall that the
bosonic part of ospp6|1q is the direct sum Lie algebra

slp4q ‘ slp2q.

which we write as slpW q ‘ slpRq with W,R complex four, two dimensional complex vector
spaces. The roles of the slp4q and slp2q summands are interchanged compared to the case of
the M2 brane. The Lie algebra slp4q represents (holomorphic) conformal transformations along
the plane C3

z, again coming from the natural action on P 3pCq. Since not all such infinitesimal
transformations are divergence-free, the precise vector fields must be adjusted. The Lie algebra
slp2q represents rotations in C2

w; the vector fields representing these transformations are auto-
matically divergence-free. In more detail, the embedding of the bosonic piece can be given by
the following explicit formulas.

‚ The bosonic abelian subalgebra C3 Ă slp4q of translations is mapped to the obvious vector
fields

B

Bzi
P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, i “ 1, 2, 3.

‚ The bosonic subalgebra slp3q Ă slp4q is mapped to the rotations

Aijzi
B

Bzj
P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, pAijq P slp3q.

‚ The bosonic subalgebra C Ă slp4q corresponding to rescaling C3 is mapped to the element
3
ÿ

i“1

zi
B

Bzi
´

3

2

2
ÿ

a“1

wa
B

Bwa
P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq.

Notice that this vector field are divergence-free and restricts to the ordinary dilation (Euler
vector field) along w “ 0.

‚ The bosonic subalgebra of slp4q describing special conformal transformations on C3 is mapped
to the elements

zj

˜

3
ÿ

i“1

zi
B

Bzi
´ 2

2
ÿ

a“1

wa
B

Bwa

¸

P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq.

Notice that these vector fields are divergence-free and restrict to the ordinary special conformal
transformations along w “ 0.

‚ The bosonic summand slp2q (R-symmetry) is mapped to the triple

w1
B

Bw2
, w2

B

Bw1
,
1

2

ˆ

w1
B

Bw1
´ w2

B

Bw2

˙

P PV1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq.
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The odd part of the algebra ospp6|1q is ^4W b R where W is the fundamental slp4q repre-
sentation and R is the fundamental slp2q representation. It is natural to split W “ L‘ C with
L “ C3 the fundamental slp3q Ă slp4q representation. Then the odd part decomposes as

LbR‘^2LbR – C3 b C2 ‘^2C3 b C.

‚ The summand LbR consists of the remaining 6d supertranslations. It is mapped to the
fields

zidwa P Ω1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, a “ 1, 2, i “ 1, 2, 3.

‚ The summand ^2LbR consists of the remaining 6d superconformal transformations. It
is mapped to the fields

1

2
wapzidzj ´ zjdziq P Ω1,0pC5q b Ω0pRq, a “ 1, 2, k “ 1, 2, 3.

Lemma 6.5. These assignments define an embedding of ospp6|1q into the linearized BRST
cohomology of the fields of the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ R. Equivalently, it defines an
embedding

iM5 : ospp6|1q ãÑ Ep5, 10q.

Proof. To explicitly describe the embedding into Ep5, 10q we simply apply the de Rham dif-
ferential to the last two formulas above. Recall, we are using the holomorphic coordinates
pz1, z2, z3, w1, w2q on C5 where zi are the holomorphic coordinates along the M5 brane.

‚ The fermionic summand LbR embeds into closed two-forms as

dzi ^ dwa, i “ 1, 2, 3, a “ 1, 2.

‚ The fermionic summand ^2LbR embeds into closed two-forms as

wadzi ^ dzj `
1

2
dwa ^ pzidzj ´ zjdziq, i, j “ 1, 2, 3, a “ 1, 2.

�

6.3.5. Next, we turn on N ‰ 0 units of nontrivial flux. Since not all of the fields we wrote
down above commute with the flux NF , they are not compatible with the total differential
δp1q ` rNF,´s acting on the fields supported on C5 ˆ Rztw1 “ w2 “ t “ 0u. Nevertheless, we
have the following.

Proposition 6.6. There exist N -dependent corrections to the embedding iM5 which are compat-
ible with the modified BRST differential δp1q`rNFM5,´s. Furthermore, these N -dependent cor-
rections define an embedding of ospp6|1q inside the cohomology of the fields of eleven-dimensional
theory on C5 ˆ RzCˆ R with respect to the differential δp1q ` rNFM5,´s.

6.3.6. The proof of the above proposition follows from another indirect cohomological argument.
Before getting to the proof, we introduce the relevant cohomology.

The eleven-dimensional theory is built from fields which live in the tensor product of complexes

Ω0,‚pC5q b Ω‚pRq.

More precisely, this is where the fields β and ν live. The µ and γ fields live in versions of
this complex where we take Dolbeault forms with coefficients in the holomorphic tangent and
cotangent bundles, respectively.

Another way to think about this complex is to first consider the full de Rham complex
Ω‚pC5 ˆ Rq, which includes both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic forms in the C5 direction.
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The dg algebra of all de Rham forms on C5 ˆ R has an ideal generated by the holomorphic one
forms tdziui“1,...,5. There is an isomorphism of dg algebras

Ω0,‚pC5q b Ω‚pRq – Ω‚pC5 ˆ Rq { pdz1, . . . ,dz5q.

The advantage of this presentation is that we can define a complex associated to more general
manifolds that are not products of a complex manifold with a smooth manifold.8

For the M5 brane, it was convenient to rename the holomorphic coordinates on C5 to z1, z2, z3, w1, w2.
At the twisted level, the geometry arising from backreacting M5 branes is based on the manifold

C5 ˆ RzC3 – C3
z ˆ pC

2
w ˆ Rz0q.

The β and ν fields of the eleven-dimensional theory on this submanifold of C5 ˆ R live in the
complex

Ω‚
ˆ

C5 ˆ RzC3

˙

{ pdz1, dz2,dz3, dw1,dw2q.

The µ and γ fields live in similar complexes, where we introduce a (trivial) vector bundle on
C5 ˆ RzC3.

Since the C3 wraps w1 “ w2 “ t “ 0 we can apply a version of the Künneth formula to
identify this complex with

Ω0,‚pC3
zq b

ˆ

Ω‚
`

C2
w ˆ Rz0

˘

{ pdw1, dw2q

˙

.

The cohomology of the Dolbeault complex of C3
z is easy to compute. The cohomology of

the bit in parentheses is concentrated in degrees zero and two. In degree zero, there is a dense
embedding

Crw1, w2s ãÑ H0

ˆ

Ω‚
`

C2
w ˆ Rz0

˘

{ pdw1,dw2q

˙

In degree two, there is a dense embedding

w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw1, w2s ãÑ H2

ˆ

Ω‚
`

C2
w ˆ Rz0

˘

{ pdw1, dw2q

˙

.

It will be useful to explain this last embedding in more detail. Consider the homogenous
element w´1

1 w´1
2 . This represents the class of the Dolbeault-de Rham two-form

w1dw2 ^ dt´ w2dw1 ^ dt` tdw1 ^ dw2

p}w}2 ` t2q5{2
.

Notice that, if we wedge with the volume form dw1dw2, this is the unit flux (N “ 1) introduced
in Lemma 6.4. The homogenous element w´n´1

1 w´m´1
2 represents the class of the holomorphic

derivatives Bnw1
Bmw2

applied to this two-form.

Observe that, when restricted to C5 ˆRzC3, the holomorphic tangent bundle along C5 is still
trivializable.

6.3.7. Let’s turn to the proof of Proposition 6.6. We proceed completely analogously to the
case of backreacted M2 branes as in the proof of Proposition 6.3.

Proof of Proposition 6.6. Let LpC5 ˆ Rztw1 “ w2 “ t “ 0uq denote the super L8 algebra
obtained by parity shifting the fields of the eleven-dimensional theory on C5 ˆ Rztw1 “ w2 “

t “ 0u.

8More generally, we are describing the cohomology of a manifold equipped with a topological holomorphic
foliation.
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There is a spectral sequence which converges to the cohomology of the fields with respect
to the deformed linear BRST differential δp1q ` rNFM5,´s whose first page is the cohomology
with respect to the original linearized BRST differential δp1q. Recall that the linearized BRST
differential decomposes as

δp1q “ B ` dR ` BΩ|µÑν ` B|βÑγ .

To compute this page, we use an auxiliary spectral sequence which simply filters by the holo-
morphic form and polyvector field type. This first page of this auxiliary spectral sequence is
simply given by the cohomology of the fields supported on

C5 ˆ Rztw1 “ w2 “ t “ 0u – C3
z ˆ pC

2
w ˆ Rz0q

with respect to B ` dR.

To compute this cohomology we follow the discussion in §6.3.6. Just as in the case of the
M2 brane, we see that the B ` dR cohomology is (up to completions) is the direct sum of the
cohomology on flat space H‚pLpC5 ˆ Rq, Bq with

(98)

` ´

w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3stBwiu w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3s

w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3stBziu

w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3s w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3stdziu

w´1
1 w´1

2 Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3stdwiu.

BΩ

BΩ

B

B

Recall that the flux F was defined as the image under B of some γ-type field. Therefore, the
class rF s does not live inside this page of the spectral sequence, but the operator rrF s,´s does act
on this page nevertheless. For instance, if f ipz, wqdzi is a one-form living in H0pC5,Ω1qbH0pRq,
then

rrF s, f ipz, wqdzis “ εijkw
´1
1 w´1

2 Bzjf
ipz, wqBzk

which is an element in

Crw´1
1 , w´1

2 srz1, z2, z3stBziu Ă H0pC3,Tq bH2
`

Ω‚pC2 ˆ Rz0q{pdw1,dw2q
˘

.

The first page of the spectral sequence converging to the cohomology with respect to δp1q `
rNF,´s is given by the cohomology of the global symmetry algebra on C5ˆR, which we computed
in §2.1, plus the cohomology with respect to the dotted-line operators in (98).

The next page of the spectral sequence is given by computing the cohomology with respect
to the operator rNF,´s. This operator maps Dolbeault-de Rham degree zero elements to
Dolbeault-de Rham degree two elements. For degree reasons, there are no further differentials
and the spectral sequence collapses after the second page.

The embedding of ospp6|1q for N “ 0 lives in the kernel of the original BRST operator
δp1q. To see that it this embedding can be lifted to the full cohomology we need to check
that any element in the image of the original embedding is annihilated by

“

N rF s,´
‰

. This is
a direct calculation. For instance, recall that an element in the image of the odd summand
^2L b R “ ^2C3 b C2 (which corresponds to a superconformal transformation) is of the form
wapzidzj ´ zjdziq, a “ 1, 2, i, j “ 1, 2, 3. We have

“

rF s, wapzidzj ´ zjdziq
‰

“ 2εijkpw
´1
1 w´1

2 q ¨ waBzk “ 0

since the class w´1
1 w´1

2 is in the kernel of the operator given by multiplication by wa for a “ 1, 2.
Verifying that the remaining elements in the image of iM5 are in the kernel of

“

rF s,´
‰

is similar.
This completes the proof. �
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